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A CRITICAL l~V_s\LlTATION OF Tl1l~ POI·;'rRY OF RUPERT BROOKE 
A TI C" 0., 1 l .1 (1 ,., li')l) i ,1 ... ..,l 
by Sara Eliz~beth (~erlach) Kahn 
of interest in the life and poetry of Rupert Brooke. 
Research for this thesis was aided consider~bly by 
the publication of an extensive biography in 1964 and 
a collection of Brool{e 's J_etters in 1968. These 
works deal with the ~ctivities of Brooke's twenty-
seven years, provide m~.ny insights into Brooke's 
complex personality, and detail the many influences 
which contributed to his poetry. 
Brooke's literary background was varied. He 
was involved in the reaction against the Victorian 
age which questioned all traditional values. He 
was influenced by William Morris and the Socialists 
as well as the aestheticism and decadence of Dowson, 
Baudelaire, and Oscar Wilde. Ife obtained a degree 
in the classics at King's College and, while there, 
joined literary discussion groups, the Marlowe 
Dramatic Society, and the Fabian Society. He 
collaborated with contemporary poets on poetry 
anthologies •. He was influenced by his extensive 
.... 
social life as well, from his disasterous love affair 
- -
with Katharine Cox, his travels through Europe, the 
1. 
United States, and the South Seas, and his 
J! i s -.rn. z J 11 t: ] i -re ! ~-'- ~· J ~ d mo ft t c rt t i cs to me 11 t i on 
his poetry only in passing. In addition, his death 
early in the w~r ar1d }1is creatic,n of five famous 
war S0!111ets elevated Jrooke to a pedest-al of saint-
hood y/J1ic11 n1~ny crj_tics were ru1able to ignore. 
Yet Brooke was a poet. 1\l tl1ough his total 
published works number only one hundred and twenty-
five poems, he deserves detailed critical consideration. 
Because there are few critical analyses of Brooke's 
poetry, there are no conflicting opinions to resolve 
and any method of approach seemed unique. To make 
organization as uncomplicated as possible, I divided 
the poems into groups according to their subject matter 
and ~nalyzed their positive and negative poetic 
attributes, while considering their place in Brooke's 
- philosophy. 
Brooke was definitely a poetic craftsman. 
Although he was a modern artist in thought, quest1on-
ing and often mocking traditional v&l.ues, he·was 
traditional in his use of verse forms. However, 
he made the forms work for him. And his craftsman-
ship is illustrated in poem after poem where he . 
I_ -
2. 
carefully created a controlled mood through his 
choice of worcls, rl1yme sc}1en1e, ,nd rnetri cal I'a ttern. 
Brook~ will never be deemed a m~Jor poet. ('I ,.:) orn e 
of it approaches genius and some of it is ragged and 
unpolisl1ed. }iis five famous war sonnets, al though 
a sincere expression of the p.triotism felt in 
Engla11d in 1914, are not his best works. And 
although the variety of Brooke's life provided a wide 
background of experience for his writing, it will 
always distr~ct many critics from concentrating 
on his poetry. But his talent was enough to insure 
him a definite niche as a minor poet. 
:,· 
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ABSTRAC! 
In the p~st eieht years there has been a revival 
ef interest in the life and poetry of Rupert Brooke. 
Research fer this thesis was aided conside1~ably by 
the publicatien •fan extensive biegraphy in 1964 
and a collection of Brooke's letters in 1968. These 
works deal with the activities of Breoke's twenty-
seven years, previde many insights int• Breoke's 
cemplex persenality, and detail the many influences 
which centributed te his peetry. 
Bre@ke's literary background was varied. He 
was invelved in the reactien against the Victerian 
age which questiened all traditienal values. He 
was influenced by William Merris and the Socialists 
as well as the aestheticism and decadence of Dewsen, 
Baudelaire, and Oscar Wilde. He ebtained a degree 
in the classics at King'·s ~')•llege and, while there, 
jeined literary discussion greups, the Marlewe Dramatic 
Society, and the Fabian Society. He cellaborated 
wi~h centemperary peets •n poetry anthelegies. He 
was influenced by his extensive secial life as well, 
frem his disasterous love a:ffair with Katharine C•x, 
his travels threugh Eurepe, the United States, and 
the Seuth Seas, and his participatien in Werld War· 
. \ I 1 • 
His amazing life has led meet critics ta mentien 
early in t11e war a11d }ii.a crea ti 011 •f five fan1eus 
war sennets elevated Breeke tea pedestal •f saint-
h••d which many critics were unable t• ignere. 
Yet Broske was a peet. Altheugh his tetal 
publisl1ed werks r1umber enly ene hundred and twenty-
five peems, he deserves detailed critical censideratien. 
Because there ,re few critical analyses •f Brooke's 
peetry, there are ne c~nflicting epini~ns t• res•lve 
and any methed •f approtK.ch seemed 1mique. Te make 
erganiz~tien as uncemplicated as p•ssible, I divided 
the peems int• groups accerding t• their subject 
matter and analyzed their pesi ti ve and .l.1ega ti ve 
peetic attributes, while censidering their place in 
Breeke's philosephy. 
Breoke was definitely ;,, peetic craftsma~n. 
Altheugh he was a medern artist in theught, questi•n-
ing and •ften mecking traditienal values, he was 
traditienal in his use ef verse :forms. Hewever, 
he made the forms w•rk fer him. And his craftsman-
ship is illustrated in peem after peem where he 
carefully created a controlled meed threugh his 
choice •f we·rds, rhyme scheme, and metrical pattern. 
lj ·.-. 
'(.J 
,.: ·~ 
2. 
Because •f the uneven quality •f hie verse, 
Breek~ will never be deemed a majer p•et. Seme 
. ., ger1ius -.nu 
and W1pelj.s}1ed. Iiis five farn,us war ser111ets, 
alth•ugh a sincere expressien •f the patrietiem 
felt in England in 1914, are net his beat werka. 
And altheugh the variety 8f Br••ke's life previded 
a wide backgreund •f experience fer l1is writing, 
it will always distract many critics frem cencentrating 
en his peetryo But his talent was eneugh t• insure 
him a definite niche as a miner peet. 
,. 
CHAPTER ONE---~i•crapaical ltackcr•u.tl 
Witk all •f tke reeearch w~ich ha~ ~een je~e •• Ru,ert 
Breeke 1• reoe•t yeara, it ia n•w ,•lils1Dle t• stuay hilil 
1•etry a«ainst tke backrr•un• •f the active life fr•• w•ica 
J•rary research is the extensive tie~ra,•y by Christ•1•er 
Hassall ani equally 1.a,reseive ia tAe c•llecti•• •f Breeke'a 
cerres1•n•ence eiitea 1y Getffrey KeYJlea. Haasall's 
ii•&raphy 11.•cu.aents the way i• wltiola. Br••ke livei a full 
a.Ii intensive twenty-seve• years. The Keynea' veluae •f 
cerres,en«ence illustrate& tae aiversity •f Br••ke's iater-
este, the l••c list •f hie frienis, ani reveals •any aa,ect• 
,t Br••ke's ,ersenality. While the haek~r•UA« iRferaati•• 
is i•teresting te critics •f Br••ke's peetry, it iees net 
•ake Br••ke a better ,•et. It iees, A•wever, illlllli•ate 
ltie peetry i• a way that can leai t• a ••re cea,rehensive 
llllierstaniing ef it. 
Breeke crew te artistic aaturity at a tiae wAen writer• 
were reacti~ against the iieals •f the Victerian a«e. A.O. 
Wari, in an exa•inati•• •f twentietA century literary 
tren«s, l••ks up•• the Victerian a«e as ene whicA acce,tei 
truths ratAer tka• questienill« the•. 1 In the reaetien 
which f•llewe«, the iesire t• exaai•e ani questi•n every-
thine greatly wiienei the ran«e •f literary su~jeet •atter. 
Br••ke was i•ieei a ••iern writer i:m. this res_peet because 
4. 
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ke queati••e• relief•• a•• tke exiate•oe •f Gei, anj ae 
explerea an« exa•inei the subject ef leve, alternately 
criticizing it an, ~lerifyin~ it. 
Breeke was influence« hy Williaa Merri• aai iecaae aa 
arient Secialist aurin« his celle~e iays. Merria urcei 
that literature was fer the c••••n •an ani ceuli ai• secial 
ref•r•. 2 Br••ke never incer~erate« specific S•cialistic 
teachin~s int• his ~eetry fer iiiactic ,ur,•ses, but hia 
faJ1eus war sennets were written fer the c•••-•n aan an.a iii 
aii the country's patrietic ferver at the hecinninc •f the 
first werla war. 
Breeke's first ,eetic efferts ahewei tke heavy 
influence •f the aeetheticis• ani ieca«ence •f Bauaelaire, 
Dewsen, an• Oscar Wilie. This was the path •f Pater ani 
"art f&r art's sake," a i.eliierate attea:,t t• wiien tile ca, 
letwee• ;•etry ... tlle g••••a aaa. Aeatlletioi•• wa1 a• 
attractive pese t• the scaeeloey Breeke a•• taere ia evi-
ience in his early letters that he was f•n• •f Jlayin« tae 
rele •f the werli-weary r••amtic er •f the se1histicatea 
Y•UE.« aan.. Tke f••••ess fer rele-1layiA, never left Breeke •. 
It ,ecaae a iefinite part ef Aia 1ersenality ana critics 
aave citei Oscar Wilie as the imfluence hehini Breeke's 
~ersenality trait which cause• hi• te kiie Bis true feeliacs 
•e•i•• a witty reaark, a clever 1arase, er a li«at-keartei 
p•e•. 3 Breeke was s• suecessful that •any ef his frienas 
5. 
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ielievea ae naa a caaual, aevil-aay-care a tti t11•e tewari• 
1assi••e oeula 1e. Frequeat reluctance te ex,rei& hi& trus 
feeli•cs aeca•e a aefe•sive ka•it witk •1•. 
Yet behin« Br••ke'~ hi~nly c•~trivea firat attea,ta 
at ,•etry, there re•ainea a serieusness an« an ability vita 
waicn ae wea rec•€•iti•• while at Rugby. I• the echetl's 
annual 1•etry c•ate&t ke was awaraei an h•n•ra1le ae•ti•• 
in 1904 f•r "The Pyra•i•~" an• a firat 1trize in 1905 fer 
"The Bastille." He was always successful in ,•etry c••-
petiti••s waere the title ani «eneral c••te•t& were ,re-
ieter•inei. His first ~uelieaea ,•etry a1,earei 1• tke 
West•inster_ Gazette c••~etiti•ms, where the ce•eral iieas 
fer a sennet were 1art •f the rulea. Br••ke's awari in the 
Rui•Y centeat was tke werks •f BreWBinc ana Ressetti. 
Ckriet•~•er Hassall suc€esta that it waa tar•u«• Reaaetti'1 
Heuse •f Life sennets tkat Breeke feuni a fera •f 1•etry 
wkick was well sAa1ei te his •wn tkeu~Ats.4 
Breeke waa a hichly secial i•iiviaual a•i im ais years 
•f classical stuiies at Kine's Celle«e he jeinei •••Y 
•r«anizatiens which i•fluemced ais thimki•« aB.i previiei 
valua1le life-1••« friemishipa. His peeas were reai ani 
iiseussei at aeeti•cs •f tke Careenari, a cr•up ae &lli 
a fell•w fresllan. f•UJ1iei fer tke sake •f literary ani 
Jkil•s•~kie self-illpreve•e•t. Breeke ~e~a• te feel that 
J•etry slleuli net lte strietly reaa:ntic an« ern.aaen.tal. It 
6. 
couJ.d jncorporate one's philosophy. It wae a means ot 
shari111.; irle;;.;s. Through the Varlowe Dramatic Society, 
.Brooke met cradua tes 0f .._ new pror;refn; i ve school, Bedales. 
He was influenced, as were many other Cambridce students, 
by their relaxed attitude towards sex and their recocnition 
of women as intelligent and rational human beings. Their 
most important influence was their appreciation of the 
beauty of the English countryside, and 3rooke joined them 
for leisurely vacations tramping for miles over the 
English landscape. 
Through his membership in the Fabian Society, Brooke 
became an active Socialist, and toured the countryside on 
speaking tours, campaigning for the reformation of the 
Poor Law. In the Society, also, he became acquainted with 
Katharine Cox, at one time the Society's treasurer. It was 
in 1911, an important year for Brooke, that three years of 
friendship with Miss Cox turned into a stormy love affair 
which influenced his health, his psy.chological state, and 
greatly influenced his poetry. That same year, Brooke 
came to live in the Old Vicarage in ~rantchester, the title 
of and scene for one of his most memorable poems~ But 
most worthy of note in that year was the publication of 
his first book, entitled simply Poems 1~11. 
It is interesting to observe that critical reaction to 
the bOok was generally favorable, but not overwhelmingly 
enthusiastic. The critics felt that the poems 
7. 
revealed Brooke'e wide scope of iatereet because of the 
variety of their subject aatter. Taey spoke o! aie 
pleasure in careful craftsaansilip which illustrated the 
valu!! of a classical education, praised his freedom fro• 
convention, his origiAality, and also his "'triuaphant 
transform.atio• of the co1U1onplace i~to the unique'" 
especially in "Din.ingroo• Tea.. 115 .And although they geu,r-
ally agreed that Brooke was a poet of proaise, they harshly 
criticized a eelectio1t of "ugly" poeae. A.aoJJ.g tllose cited 
for tlteir brutality were "Clla••el Passage," "Jealousy--," 
"Lust," alld "Wag11er.tt Granted taat Brooke was justified 
ll atteapti•g to avoid "tradi tio•al prettiness; ",.1 ae never-
taeless •eeded aore self-discipline to escape being plain 
•asty. 6 Tke 1tnasti»ess" was part of the 1aco:aventiollal 
side of Brooke. 0. one hand he was trying to escape fro• 
the personal prettiness which. .he knew people adaired. Hie 
also w~mted to explore every aspect of life fro• every 
8.llgle and to its fullest extent. It is iromic taat his 
rebelliousness was overlooked by the SUJtday suppleaent 
audience who set up a shrine to the great patriot on tke 
popularity of the war eoa.m.ets aloae after Broo.ke 's deatll. 
Brooke's social mature led hilt into friendskipe wita 
aany comteaporary poets and ke joined taea iD. efforts to 
aake poetry aore readily available to the reading public. 
Soon after the publicatio• of his book, Brooke worked oa 
-· ---t a. 
aa aatiaology called Georgia.JI Poetry with Wilfred Gibeoa, 
Harc)ld r~7unro, JohJt Drinkwater, Ezra Pouad, and hie frie•d 
Edward Marsh who was later to becoae his literary ~xecutor. 
Several years later, Brooke was involved in The G~llows 
Garland, published by Laacelles Abercroabie. So Brooke's 
poeas were continually in the view of the literary public. 
In spite of all of· Brooke's successful friendships, 
hie failure in the love affair with KatAarime Cox •entally 
and physically devastated hi.a. Even a proaisiag close 
friendship with actress Cathleen Nesbitt could not cal• 
his restless need for escape and change. Soi• the aiddle 
of 1913 he began a tour of the United States and Canada. 
Months later he continued on to the Soutk Seas islands 
where Christopher Hassall feels Brooke's "gifts were to 
coae as near being :fulfilled as they ever would be. ,t 7 
Soae of his best poems were written at this ti•e, aao•g 
them !'!J!ai.re Tahiti," ttThe Great Lover,n "Heave•," "Clouds,• 
aD.d "·Retrospect." 
The final part of Brooke's life began wita the start 
of World War One. ill Septeaber of 1914 Brooke applied as 
a sub-lieutenant in the Royal Naval VolWtteer Reserve. 
Brooke and kie battalion were part of a brief expedition 
to Alltwerp wkick proved UDAecessary froa a ailitary stand-
poi•t, bu~ served to initiate Brooke and the others to 
so•e of tae pJrobleas a•d effects of war. Wlten ae caae aoae 
9. 
,_ 
oa leave, ae wrote aad revised the five poeae later kaova 
as tl1e faaous war sonnets: "Peace," "Safety," "Tlte 
Dead-I," "The Dead-II," and "The Soldier." They sooa 
appeared afterwards i• New 1ft1J1.bers (another Laacelles Aber-
croabie publicatioa) and beca•e Brooke's best lolow. works. 
They say little to •oder• readers because of their youta-
ful idealiaa and alllost •aive reaction to war. Yet, as 
Geoffrey Keyites aakee clear in his preface to the collec-
tio• of Brooke's corresponde•ce, Brooke's lyrical e•tau--
aiaaa was typical of that •oaent.8 It was tAe aood of the 
ti•es and Brooke would have been as disiJ.lusioned as hie 
fellow soldiers had he lived. Wltem ke sailed for Constaa-
tinople with his battallio• late i• February of 1915 ae 
contracted ill attack of bloo.d poisoning. His coasti tutio• 
had bee• weakened by several attacks of aeatstroke and he 
was dead iD three days. He was buried o• tae eveniag of 
his death on the quiet island of Skyros. 
Soon afterwards The T·imes published a le11.gtky obituary 
by the First Lord of the Adairalty, Winston Churchill, 
which described Brooke as "all that o•e would wisa England's 
.noblest sons to be."9 Thus began "tke wave1 of ratAer 
sentiaeatal posthU11ous adulation.. •t·10 In. a short tiae 
Rupert Brooke kad becoae a legend. •Tke ayta-aaking te•-
demcy of a race in anguisA, kaving foun.d its object was 
thoroughly astir," writes Christopher Hassall. Th.e natioa 
10. 
• 
aeeded a yoU11.g Jaero a•d tile poet-patriot Brooke wae ideal. 
Soae of Brooke's friends realized what had happened and 
protested. IIarold 1'~unro in the (]aabrid1se MaL~azine felt 
ta.at Brooke was beiag "advertiaed r, 2.a tlle poet-soldier a.ad 
11 llie ae•ory was bei•g "brougat to tlte poater-grade. tt 
Tile general critical opinion •ow is tkat, as eiacere 
as tlle faaous war so••ets were, tlle eJttltusiasn an.d patriot-
is• was juet a teaporary pkaee· for Brooke. Tltey represe•t 
a very ahor aspect of aia poetry as a wkole, altaougk 
Brooke is probab1y know• as a w~r poet to students encoUJl-
tering a selection of nis poetry for the first tiae. The 
tragedy of Brooke's deat• was that he was caugkt i• a wave 
of sentiaentalisa whica he despised and the• he died before 
ke could recover hiaself. It was a peculiar coabinatio• 
of time and circu.astances which aade tae so:n.nets catca the 
eaotio• and attentio• of a class of people noraal1y co•fi•ed 
to readiag tke SUBday suppleaents. 12 TAere was •ot•i•g 
Brooke's aore realistic friends could do to alter tae illage 
created by publie response to tke eoanets. A11.d, as Cllris-
top1ler Hassall so well explai11s it, Brookets friellds "la.ad 
to stamd by wltile their Socialistic agitator, advocate of 
the un.refin.ed Elizabethans becaae tlle idol of wllat one 
would now call tlte Eatablis1ute11.t. It was galliltg for tllea 
to watclt ik0J1S beillg set up to an. icom.oclast.•13 
Brooke "s will 1ta•ed Ed-ward Marsll as h.is li teraey 
executor, but Marsh was kaapered i• ais efforts to prese•t 
11. 
a aore realistic portrait of Brooke by Brooke'e aotlter. 
W)ten i•:rs •. Brooke died she revc)ked :r.1aT·sh 's appointment ,ad 
willed t•e job to four aen. 0.e of the• was Geoffrey 
KeYJleS wao bega• to reverse tae ayta-•aki•g process by 
collecti•g every bit of i•foraatio• ae could fi•d o• or by 
Rupert Brooke. The result of Keynes'(and Hassall's) 
exte•sivB work is a fairly co•plete and accurate portrait 
of the poet, although there are soae aspects of Brooke's 
personality which have bee• saadowed by proper Eaglisa 
reserve. Certai»ly it is easy to 1aderstan.d the difficulty 
of separatiltg Brooke froa his poetry, especially for those 
wao knew kill. Yet, i• a true critical treataent, Brooke's 
life and perso•ality •ust only illuainate kia poetry. His 
biograplty cannot deterai•e tae literary aerit of his 
poetry. 
!.Ile next ckapter will illustrate tae literary aerite 
of Brooke's poetry. Modern critics, reaoved by tiae froa 
kltowi•g tke glow tkat surroU11ded Brooke, can be aore 
objective, perhaps even better evaluatora of tlte literary 
heights which Brooke achieved. Nevertllelese, as H. w. 
Garrod says, "One cannot afford to be cold to the roaantic 
sua o·f ltia •• • After all, what an ailing crowd, or wltat a 
d~lll crowd, are aost poets. "14 
l.2. 
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CHAPTER TWO-.-a ori ti cal evaluatioa 
h 1.tte•pti•g to evaluate the poetry of Rupert Brooke 
critically, there are probleaa si•ilar to those •a•tio•ed 
i• the biograp11ical ell.apter. As Marvi• MagalaJler explai•ed 
lll a Coll.lloaweal article, Brooke's ~Budde• a.Id spectacular 
· elevatio• to the sai•tltood i• tl1e :newspapers of the ti.lie 
ell.llinated for Aalf a ce•tury the possibility of seeillg Ai.a 
as h.e actually was duri:ng his lifetiae ••• Tu our ow:w. 
ge•eratio•, o•ly the Ke•nedy brotkers •ave experie•ced eo 
tkorougkgoi•g a cano•izatio•."l5 
O.ce the sai•tkood problea is suraoUJtted, o•e aust 
still face the critics wko dieaies Brooke's poetry witA a 
few siaple sente•ces. Magalaner felt tkat Brooke's 
perso•al life was too hectic to give hlll the ti•e necessary 
to conce•trate o• Ais art. A». Ullide•tified Tiae reviewer 
agreed, addi•g that "early success, doti•g frie•ds, a:nd 
romantic passions distracted Brooke. He was al.aost at Ais 
best i~ his letters.•16 Allot.ller nawelesa critic in Newsweek 
wrote that Hassall's biograpky failed because Hassall 
evaded the ce.l!ltral issues of Brooke's perso•ality ud, 
secondly, because tke poetry would •ot stand up wa.der 
Cr1
. ti· cal studv.17 m1. • ti... T"' - · ft d J .i..n.e•, aga1ll, .e .LJlle reviewer so ene, 
Ais original coJJ.de•aation by sayi•g that 
Nobody has ever deterai•ed Aow •ucA succeedi•g 
is necessary to success ••• His lligh-Aearted 
"Heaven," ud "Tile Old Vicarage, Grutchester, • 
13. 
are peraa•e•t poe•e, a•d •••Y otker paeaagee 
attest tcJ his true p;ift, to the tro• tna t 
waa ~11t~rjnp; in.to Jt .ind •lght 11-.ve aade 
hi• a fi.rst-rate J~ngli~;h r)oet h,d he lived. 
Ge•erally speaki•g, the reviewers of tke Ke12ea 
editio• of Brooke's letters felt tllat Brooke's prose was 
better than his poetry. Richard Free•an 's articJ_e in Tlte 
New Republic is a typical exa.Jtple. Freeaan described tke 
popularity of the poetry as a "Su.day suppleae•t" affair 
wnic• grew •ore i•appropriate as the war dragged o•. "Yet,• 
lte admitted, ttthe Brooke cult k.as survived, as evidenced by 
t•e coape•dious 1964 biograpky by C•ristop•er Hassall a•d 
tkis equally aassive collectio• of letters, skillfully .. d 
lovi»gly edited by Brooke's sckool chua, Geoffrey Keyites." 
However, at the end of the article Freeaan reversed his 
first opi11.ion. He :aot oily called t1te letters "sensible 
a•d sparkli•g," alld said taere are too few exaaples of 
Brooke's literary opi•ions in his letters, but ke described 
Brooke's poetry quite favorably: 
I• his OWll work, ,oo, Brooke was akead of his 
tiae, often using deliberately aoder• iaagery 
of the Eliot-Auden sort that must have bee• 
shocki~g iB the sedately pastoral context of QeorgieJt Poetrz9 Ife does very little 
t11.eorizing about poetry iE. these letters : · ... 
but it is evideat tkat he thougkt nuck about 
the directioms i~ whiok twe•tietk-century 
poetry w~s headefA amd looked altead ratAer 
tkan behind h.ia • 
. ,, 
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Most of tae literary critioisa co•cerns Brooke's 
poetry as a whole rather than individual poeas. Tlte critics 
agree tkat Brooke was a serious poet, that he did write 
eoae good poetry a•d eve• a f~v great pieoee vitk a touoa 
of g e :n i us about t )! e • • Ar t h 11 r : ; t r' i n r: ~ 1~ , t a ~ ..._ u t 11 () .r o f a 
1948 biograpity, explai•ed that BJ"ooke sve• d iE1guised tlle 
eerioua•ess of his poetry, but real serioue•ese "aay be 
llferred froa the assiduous way i• which ke subaitted kis 
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efforts to those fr.a.ends whose j11dirnent he va.lued." 
Altaoug• Brooke collected aany outside opinio•s, ae 
aad -is own defi•ite ideas about tke poeas ke wrote ... d tae 
ge•eral poetic process. At t~e age of eeve•tee• ke wrote 
a poe• called ''Aftenrards" which lte se•t to 11.is frie•d, t•e 
loeal poet St. Joll Lucas. Lucas wrote back taat tile 
li•ee were too lo•g for tae eo .. et fora. Brooke defe•ded 
killeelf, sayillg that be was experiae•ti•g wita tae Fre•ck 
fora of six iaabs to tke li•e, a fora which Dowso• kad 
used ill tae soU1et "To 0.e In Bedlaa." (Lucas llad i•tro-
duced Brooke to tme works of Dowso•, Baudelaire, a.ad tke 
decadent aove•emt.) Brooke also said "The ear, I suppose, 
is the o•ly judge of what is rigkt and wro•g; a•d I thiJlk 
taat a dodecasyllabic-li•ed sonnet can give soUJ1.d effects 
tAat a decasyllabic ditto ca•'t ••• I really Aave very vagu.• 
aotions about technique. I ge~erally trust to luck a•d put 
doWll anything tkat soum.ds all rigkt.•20 
Seven years later, in 1911, Brooke caae i•to co•flict 
with kis publisher Frank Sidgwick co•cerni•g a sonnet wkick 
lte had entitled "Lust." Sidgwick said that it should 11ot 
be i•cluded 1• tke forthcoai•g book of poeas because it was 
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aot good as a poea, •or vae tae idea a deoe•t o•e. Brooke 
defended his poea as a aatter of priaciple aore tha• ae a 
work of art. (Wae• the poe• was finally published i• t•e 
first volU11e, it was grouped as Olte of tlte "ugly" poe•s 
a•d sharply criticized i• tke reviews.) And he answered 
bot• of his publisher's criticisaa. 
He ad•itted that i• fora the sonnet was •ot outsta•-
diag, "'but any fool ca• write a tecllically good so1tnet.'" 
Brooke was •ore concer•ed about tke criticis• of his idea. 
He was afraid that to reaove the soJtnet would ruin tae 
balaBce he strove to achieve betweeA "'u.iaportant 
prettiltess'"2.l and aoderll serious.1tess. He upheld 11.ia · 
belief that the poea wae a higlaly aoral o•e and assured 
Sidgwick that he had shown tke sonnet to •any people aJl.d aot 
o•e of thea kad been shocked. As a final solution, Brooke 
suggested tltat tlte title could be changed froa "Lust" to 
"Libido," a co•prollise wAich Sidgwick fi•ally accepted. 
Again, Brooke made no effort to change the e»tire poea 
because ae taought it should stand as it kad been writtea 
and that tke subject was i•portant. He felt that tAe 
readers wAo preferred his pretty poeas would hardly aotioe 
this one. It certainly is not a pretty poea; yet it is 
powerful alld it realistically develops/: its tkeae. rm.e . . , ·," J.& 'I,, - •• 
octave describes tlte lover "cold-eyed 011. tire& alld sleep-
less feet" UJ1til •is will 1 is overcoae; tke• kis tJiroat was 
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dry," llie "eyes itot to eee.• Aad lie aoaae "Your aouta so 
lyi•e wan •ost heaves in vi~w,/And ynur r~•e•bered aaell 
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aoat agoay." Tlle cri ticfJ were q1.zick to c,ri ticize 0 reaea-
bered saell.• Ia the aeatet, three lines deal with kia 
love's respo~Re and tnree lines witk t•e afteraatk. T.a.e 
cliaa:x is fast-paced, the hot "•fil.d victory ••• Flas.lled real." 
h th.e afteraat:S., his "co•queror 1 s blood" is cool "as a 
deep river/I• s1tadow," a•d llia lteart "Quieter tllai a dead 
•an Olla bed." 
The poe• is not as straightforward ae, for exaaple, tlle 
war sonnets. Eve• Brooke's frie•d Ja11es Strachey ad•itted 
that this piece wae obscure. It is coastructed so that it 
could be a daydreaa with the narrator, "I," first drivi•g 
hlllself Oft by "e:m.oraous wheels of will," even though. .Ae 
ad•its "As •ever fool for love, I starved for you." Tla.e• 
wke• Ae allows hi•self to illagi•e the object of kis love, 
his •ind TUis the full cycle of events. But the poe• 
begins with. tke words "How should I know?" Tlte lover .lleeds 
reassura.Ace tltat ltis love feels tll.e saae as lte. At_: first .a.e 
tries to push the proble• aside ill Ais •i•d. W.en at last 
he faces it Ae finds that kis passion is returned. He has 
plimaed a "•ad victory" and afterwards feels ilia cool 
I 
"co•queror's blood" but the seductioll is a 11utual o•e. Ia 
todayta world of "X" rated filas, tB.e poea see•s relatively 
•ild, but one ca11. u.derstud ltow it offended soae of tlle 
public i• 19J.l. 
1.1. 
Maay critics, or would-be critics, woader if Brooke 
really want~d his poetr~y -.n~.lyz~ci b~,r tkose aot as talented 
as he. In his diesertatio• for King's, Brooke describes 
the poetic process: 
"The poet thinks ollly ltalf i• words, and 11.alf 1• ideas. Or, ratfter, with ordinary people ideas 
lead to one ~nother, sug~est one another, 
through ideas o ~lli th poets the:,r do it tl11~ough 
words quite illogicallyo The paths of the 
association in the brain are different in t•e 
two casese A word is an idea with an atmospaere, 
a kard core with a fringe round it like a• 
oyster with a beardo Poets thi:o..k of the23 fringes, other people of the core o~lyott 
Perla.ape really capable Brooke critics are as rare ae 
bearded oys~ers. It is rather a startli•g iaage, o•e wortk 
Brooke wrote aore on the artistic process in a• essay 
De•ocracy and the_ Arts, waick was presented Dece•ber 10, 
1910 wke• he addressed the Fabian Society for the last tiae 
as its president. Brooke began by sayi•g, co•trary to tae 
Morrisite's opinion, tAat art should •ot look back to tke 
Middle Ages' art of catkedrals and folk songs: ~tapestries 
are botk un~ealtky and ugly." Tke prese•t age is vital and 
i11tellige•t•'~ Nor is art easily created at one •s leisure. 
It is a complex process througa wkich tke artist strives to 
co1111U11icate so•ething Wlique &lld individual whick has 
awake•ed ais se•ses ill suca a way taat ke wants to share ais 
experie:n.ce. Tlle artist aust :not, ltowever, ai• ·to express 
tae soul of the people at large. wT•e Co••U1tity- has•'t got 
a soul; you can't voice tlle soul of the CoaaUllity any aore 
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ta.a• you ca• blow i te aoee." Nor elrlould tae artist ai.a 
for the upper classes. But in etrivi•g to expreaa w:.at 
are uniql1ely his t.nouglitr: ,11d JJ-.aE;tons, n~ sl1ould atteapt 
to discover a link betwee• nwhat is contemporary in the 
lower classes a•d wkat is refi•e•e•t i• the upper class.• 
Tke •ailt purpose of Brooke's speeca was to skow tae 
•ecessity for an endow•ent plan which would free tae poet, 
writer, or pai•ter fro• other work and allow full 
\ 
opportuaity for realizi•g his ge•ius. E• route to taie 
final point, Brooke discusses tlte ftlllctio• of art, i•clud-
i•g poetry. the aain fun.ctio• of art is to illUll.iiate a 
part of life, to assist o•e to tadersta•d •oder. coaplex-
ities. Taus it is safe to say that 
To •ost people it can give soaethiag. To soae it 
can give the higaest and supreaest part of their 
lives. It multiplies the value of the life we 
are trying to organize to haveo Not only for 
the mome~ts when we hear or read or see the Arts 
do we prize thelfiloooBut when the tree or the wall (i.eo objects described by the poet) or the 
situatio~(described by tke writer) meets us i• 
real life, they fimd profounder hosts. In the 
transience and aurry Art ope»s out every way o•. 
to the Eternal .Eiidse24 
Tke idea tkat poetry i•tensifies life is not Ulliquely 
Brooke'so It was representative of t•e tiaes a•d it was 
stated 1• aan.y different ways. Brooke's reaarks reflect a 
lack of polish because tke essay was dasked out and ke 
aever took tke ti•e to correct kis prose. Perkaps it was 
j11St as well. b a 1906 Tiaes Literary Suppleae•t article, 
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Jolla Bailey eaye alaoet tae eaae tlliag, but i• a ••••er 
Brooke would nave scorned: 
Tae spirjt of po~try is a free spirit, blowi•g 
vkere it will •• ,.Spirit is lif~ and poetry acts 
by i•tensifying all it touches, by raising all 
to a higher value, by givine life to alloe•• 
Poetry is to be tl1ought of as a life ...... gi ving 
power 9 as a radiance of light illuminating 
all existance, as an energy stinulating all 
action, as a spirit of beauty givine greataess 
to all reposeoooWherever the breath Of poetry 
passes it leaves behind it the breath of life.25 
.Basically, Brooke and Bailey say t•e same thing: that 
poetry illllllinates life and aids i• our Ul1derstanding of it, 
a.d, i• additio•, that poetry elevates certain aoaents i• 
life and gives the• a greater value. The differe•ce i• 
s~yle shows how Brooke's prose looked akead to aore aoder• 
writi11g while Bailey's represented the age just past. 
Despite the aany critics wno dis•iss Brooke i• a few 
st•tences, there are those wko have a•alyzed hill as a poet. 
On.• of the vest pieces of literary criticisa, althougk it 
deals aore in generalities rather tha• analyzing specific 
poeas, is Walter de la Mare's Rugby lecture "Rupert Brooke 
a•d the IBtellectual Iaagi•ation.w- De la Mare divides tae 
poetical iaagination into two types, tke visiomary &ltd tke 
i•tellectual, of wkick Brooke was the latter. Tke visio•-
ary illagi•atio•, of suck aystic poets as Plato, Blake, a•d 
Brooke's frie:ad Jaaes Elroy Flecker, is a divi•i•g, 
ilttuitive o•e waose source is t•e 1 .. er world of dreaas 
&lld fa•tasy, :ful.l of .,-ste:r.7 l.lld aagic. Tlte i11tellectual 
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iaagiaatio• is a diecovert•g, logical, a•d deductive o•e 
waick relies o• knowledge a•d experie•ce as iis source. 
It •ust explore amd aaalyze ideas a•d express tke• 1• tke 
ter•s of general hu•Q_ni ty, •~king life of thea. Perkaps, 
says de la Mare, it aas less •~gic a•d •ystery i• its 
poetry, pernaps it is less profouad: ''But if any youtll-
fulness is left in us, we can s•are its courage, e•tau-
siasa, and energy, its zest a•d enterprise, its pe•etrati•g 
thought, its wit, fe1·\,our, passio•, alld we should not fi•d 
it i•possible to sy:apathize wit• its wild revulsio•s of 
faith and feeli•g, its creative scepticis•.n 
Thus far i• kis essay, de la Mare see•s fairly detacked 
as good criticisa should be. However, as his essay begi•s 
to focus o• B~ooke's art, it is appare•~ that for de la 
Mare to describe the poetry ke auet also write about 
Brooke's perso•ality. Yet behind t~e golden prose tkere is 
a degree of aware•ess and truta. De la Mare says th.at 
Brookets poetry is f1illl of aetivity, of life II.ere and •ow 
wita the senses a•d tke feelings fully awake and aware. He 
delights i• '1t1ti•ga touched, s•el t, amd tasted •••• He is 
restless, enquiri•g, veers in. tke wi•d like a golden weataer-
cock.tt -He avoids se•tiae•tality and "vague idealiaa" by 
goi•g to opposite extremes a•d e•p-asizing tae ugliness of 
life. He deligkts ill taings for tkeaselves ia tae here aad 
•ow wita their·ow. e•ergy aad •atural•esa, despite tke fact 
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t]llat he ie well aware of their iapenaane•ce. Hie words 
ae&ll precisely waat they say; th.ey are not sy•bolic be-
cause t•ey praise a world wkica is aaarp ..._d distiact 1• 
Brooke's own •i•d. 
O• o•e nand, Brooke fears death because it briage 
decay, and in his ai:n.d, evil and ugliness, continues de la 
Mare. Deatk opposes the beauties of living a•d therefore 
cannot hold any beauty i• itself. (Brooke's war so•nets 
and even so•e of his earlier works contradict de 
state•ent that Brooke feared deata. The poet alternately 
resented death a•d fou...d so•e positive good i• ft, but ae 
never seeaed to fear it.) 0• the other ka•d, de la Mare 
feels that Brooke's one desire was to tell "each salie•t 
•o•e•t's trut•" about life. "It is tlte aoaente that flower 
for Brooke." Alld kis poetic aagic lies i• •is ability to 
present a picture or pailosopky witkin a aere line or two, 
thus filli•g "th.e instan.t with a changeless grace a•d 
trutlt." 
U•fortun.ately, de la Mare aars waat aigkt kave bee• a 
work of excellemt literary criticisa. "He 01.11.e; you saw; 
Ja..e conquered,'t says de la Mare. He also adllii:s that above 
all, tlte aagic of Brooke •-s poeas is that tJa.ey are so 
i:afused with tke poet ts personality._ "Tlley sllare 11.is 
secrets witk tke world-..as if a boy la.ad j'ttraed out tae 
co•ten.ts of lais astolliskiag pockets just before going to 
bed."26 It is a pJa.rase wll.icll describes tlte variety of 
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Brooke's poetry but does little to illuainate it. Every 
poet writes personally whether in an epic tale of length 
or a br.ief lyric or sonnet. It is certainly not necessary 
to have been intiaatelJ' acqu~inted with Brooke to analyze 
his poetry. De la Mare goes froa literary criticis• to 
personal reainiecen.ce, and his atteapt at literary criti-
cis• ends, although ae a lecture the eaaay wae undoubtedly 
successful. 
There is both the personal and the objective point of 
27 view in an •saay by G. Wilson Knight. Knight begins 
with the intention of showing the relationship between a 
bare-shouldered portrait-photograph of Brooke by Sherrill 
Schell and Brooke's poetry. Knight quotes extensively 
fro• the Hassall biography, which appears to be his only 
source of inforaation on Brooke. 
Knight attempts to relate various aspects of Brooke's 
life and personality to his poetry in a way that will 
include each poea under at least one general cate.gory. 
The result is, at times, aore an outline than an essay, 
many titles being grouped under a general description 
without any iridividual treai-aent other than a few phrases 
of summary. The .a.in point of his essay seeas to be that, 
with the shining and naked-shouldered pose of the portrait 
•the doainating effect is of whiteness" and that white is 
a •ystical color which one •eets again and again in Brooke's 
.. 
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poetry. 
Knight's ~nalyais begins with a description of the 
various ways in which Brooke attacked ro•antj_c J.ove. He 
then turns to the way in which Brooke found that •a.n's 
body could be repellent because physical perfection could 
not be ~ttained on earth. As with romantic love, Knight 
uses poeas to loosely support his preaise and shows how 
Brooke was essentially in love with hi.Jlself, yet hie 
obsession for spiritual love and perfection aade hia hope 
for love in the far beyond. Knight briefly discusses what 
he calls Brooke's spiritualisa, interrupts himself to 
aention an extrasensory poea entitled ''Ho•e," discusses 
Brooke's view of the afterlife, and returns to epi:Jtitual-
isa. 
At· this point the essay see•s to lose whatever loosely· 
com:iected continuity it had, and i.t leaps fro• idea to idea 
in a bewildering way. It discusses water as life and death, 
the violent, non•oral aspects of Brooke's poetry, and the 
prophecy of h1s early death. It labels the war sonnets 
"paeans in praise of death, tt instead of "1Patriotic truapet-
ings." It s.nalyzes "The Night Journey" as Brooke's tt:total 
aetaphysic, nobly stated." An.d it relates part of nchor-
iaabics II" to the statue of Youth erected over Brooke's 
· grave. Finally, Knight concludes .the essay with the idea 
that "Brooke's death was in. attuneaen.t with his life and 
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thought. It ca.ae ae an inevitable, half-willed, inetinc-
white is a •etaphyaical color with varied iaplications for 
Brooke. Instead, by trying to cover aany poe•s, Knight 
has written a critical essay which contains few straight-
forward critical co••ents. / 
In general, the criticiaa on Brooke ie disappointing. 
It lacks depth and there are too few references to specific 
poeas. Most of it appears in the short book reviews of 
Stringer's or Hassallts biography and the Keynes collection 
of correspondence. There are no conflicting theories to 
resolve and no basic disagree•ents on the aeaning o~ the 
poe•s. Soae critics adait that Brooke was a talented poet 
bpt they do not atteapt to prove it. Therefore, the 
analysis and evaluatio• in this thesis depends largely 
upon original thought based upon a general kllowledge of 
Brooke •·a life and tiaes. Many of the ideas in the poetry 
' 
caae froa Brooke's ezteaeive reading 1B the classics. Bu:t, 
in general, the poet used attitudes with which he hill.self 
agreed. It is interesting to observe how he eaployed the 
aechan.ics of poetry to his OWll purpose and carefully 
created each poea. If there is soae value in the criticisa 
it is that it provides a begiIDling for a aore specific 
and detailed analysis. 
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A •ore logical way to explore Brooke's poetry is to 
diecues tl1e individual poeas under aore general cat&gories 
tha11 tl1ose Lised by G. 't'lilBc)n Knight, and to show the inter-
relationship of tr1ese gen~r,l cat.agoriefJ w}1ic}1 lJ.ni tes 
Brooke's work as a whole. Because of Brooke's adolescent 
alliance with the aesthetic aoveaent, hie early poeaa were 
largely sophisticated exercises, written seriously, perhaps, 
but describing situations which he had iaagined rather 
than experienced. Nevertheless, they do provide an inter-
esting contrast to the poeaa in which aaturi ty and e_xper-
ience brought a change of attitude. 
In1he area of love, Brooke spent his whole life torn 
between the thought that love could be beautiful on earth, 
though it never reached true perfection until after death, 
and the idea that love, particularly physical love was 
foul, or in the extreae, that love did not exist. Such 
changes in attitude were the result of the pattern. of 
Brooke's life, as well as a real conflict within hlllself. 
He was striving to accept the new sexual freedoas wJliler: .. 
his traditional background held hi• back. At tlltes he 
even doubted his own ability to loveo 
At age seventeen, highly ·influenced by the aesthetic 
aoveaent of Oscar Wilde and the decadent aoveae•t of 
Baudelaire and Doweoa, Brooke i•agi•ed hiaaelf dying of 
love in "Dedication."28 In three slllple stanzas,he 
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1.aa,ginea "the love whereia I die" chancing upoa "these 
broken rhyaes tt a•d rea.lizi•g "what aight have beea.,. The 
poe• ir· f il1ed wi t}1 hackneyed phrases like "infi•i te night 
above/'i'f'eiehs l1eavy on •ine eyes," "o heart's desire," 
"these broken rhyaes, that I/Fashio.ned Rnd forged in the 
fierce hidden fire," and the last two lines: "Wilt thou 
not weep for great love given in vain/And sigh to thillk of 
all that •ight have been?" While the sentiment is :not 
u•ique, still the prog?essio• of the poea from line to line 
in iaabic pentameter is very saooth. The first two stanzas 
fora oRe sentence. The aerit of the poe• lies in Brooke's 
ease in expressing his idea. 
Although Brooke's poe•e never tell of his dying for 
love again, aany of the• do incorporate the idea o~ lovers 
finding perfection ind eath, either in bodily han.on.y or 
lll spiritual union o~ ainds. Three years after "Dedicatio•" 
Brooke wrote "The Call" and there is a definite illprove-
•ent in poetic technique. Brooke abandom.ed "wilt thoun 
and "•i•e eyes" for a more natural vocabulary. Also, he 
used the four line staDza, shortening the •etrical patter• 
to iaabic tetraaeter. 
In the beginning of the pee•., the writer, "'I,• coaes 
"Out of the :aothi•gneas of sleep/The slow dreaas of eteraity 
••• because you called to ae." Froa the smooth, leisureiy 
tone of the first stanza, ·as of one awakeBing fro• sleep, he 
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is breaking "Night•e pr1aeval bare," and flaehiag "through 
ranks of fr.icht~n~c1 flt,t'r:/~;t1rlden~J' 0?1 t}1~ uaive:ree!" He 
•ext desires to telJ. r1is love o·f th~ i•J~1ort-.nce of their 
aeeting. The followi•g stanzas show Aoae of hie ideas: 
I' 11 break and forge tl1e stars anew, 
Shatter t11e }1eavens wi t}1 -. song; 
!11.1101 .. ta.l in •Y love for you, 
Because I love you, very strong. 
Your r.aouth shall mock tl1e old and wise, 
Your laugh shall fill the world with flaae, 
I'll write upon the shrinking skies 
The scarlet splendour of yo11r naae. 
These eight lines hold the joy and exciteaent that coaes 
with a youthful love, a love that has to be expressed in 
grandiose ter•e. The only way to thi:nk of the end of this 
love is also ill a graJid way. He sees Death feari11.g "the 
glory of our faces" and Eternity elevati:ag their perfect 
love "Alo•e, above the Night, above/The d'list of the dead 
gods, alone." 
This poea does not describe a deep spiritual love, but 
the light-hearted e~thusiasa of its yolll!lg author. I» a 
SOlmet "The Wayfarers," written the same year, Brooke 
writes of the saae kind of love, shown by "one last aad 
eab11ace." The lovers aust part, but there is the possi-
bility that ill Eternity, "Soae gallllt eventual liait of ouir 
light, tt he will f in.d her wai ti•g a1ui they will go out 
"in.to the 11.ight." 
Although Brookets attitude towards love cha•ged •aJtY 
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ti•ee 1• the course of hie poetry a.•d his style of poetic 
ai•d always ~StJociated love and life after death. In his 
earlier poeae, the idea was a consoli•g one, that death 
would return all that had been lo•t. lJt a 1908 work 
e•ti tled "Seco•d Best, rt the "foolis}1 lover" yearits for all 
u.aidentified "dead best,"' possibly his lost youth. Al though 
it is the tendency of the ~u..g to believe that youth, like 
a day of wi11e, so•g, amd sU1tshi•e, lasts forever, "•ight 
e:a.ds all thi11gs • ., However,· the s9phisticated poet consoles 
the foolish lover with the thought that life is the saae: 
'Mid youth aad song, feasting and caritival, Through laughter, through the roses, as of old Co•es Death, on shadowy and rele~tless feet. 
BU.t death is a friend because a "white treaendous daybreak" 
awaits the lover aJtd "shall give baek the golden hours." 
He •ust be co•te•t with "second best.~ 
In "'The True Beatitude,"(1913), death adds a :new 
di•e•sion to love by setti•g the lovers apart fro• the rest 
of humanity. Although the poe• generally qualifies as a• 
Italian sorutet in rhyae scheae and by the divisio• of li•ee 
i•to octave and sestet, the descriptio• of life after the 
world's e•d exceeds the octave by o•e line. The treat~ 
•e•t of the idea is a light one, as Broo.ke forsees the tiae 
when the "Great Proapter"· will riag doWJ1 the last curtaia 
aD.d all the "Good Mi•es will have eter11ity/To praise their 
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Author, worship love and sing" or •tling/New aulpher o• the 
ei:a-i•carn.adined." The poet's youthful fo•dness for large 
words is still apparent i• l1is descriptio• of Love bei•g 
''teleologically UJtperturbed." Love sets the writer a11d his 
beloved apart to "share a peace by no divine divined/Alt 
unearthly garde• ••• U•trodde• of God, by •o Eternal curbed.• 
Perhaps it is a garden not as holy as heave•, but the 
frivoi~us to•e of the octave contrasts with the coaplete 
seriousness of the last five lines to co•vey the i•preasioa 
that the garden is infinitely preferable to Heavea. 
A garden is the sae•e for the death of two lovers i• a 
1910 poe• eJ1titled "Dust." il a series of rhylled four-1111.e 
stanzas, Brooke writes of a fasci•ati•g theory. Here, the 
lovers do not escape, but tura to dust. Yet, "Not dead, 
•ot UJtdesirous yet,/Still se•tie•t,. still lllleatisfied," 
the lovers "da.ce as dust before the SUll," a•d "rwt/About 
the errands of the wi•al," u..ti1 o•e atoa fro• each uaites. 
The da11.cin.g pace of the s.ta•zas becoaee peaceful as Brooke 
describes the result. 
I• a quiet garde• waraed by the sun.set, two lovers 
will feel a stran.ge peace beyond a•y physical desire, a 
"radiant ecstasy'' that grows to "the shatteri•g ecstasy of 
our fire." The earthly lovers will know for "011.e aoae•t, 
what it is to love."· Because the dead lovers experien.1red 
a powerful love i• life, the poea •ust be ,qually powerful 
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to coavey the etre•gth of that love, which Brooke QChievee 
through tl1e nuaber of liaes he uses to co•plete e .. ch iclea. 
sentence is carried through sever~l sta•zas, the poea gaias 
•o•e•tU11, as when it describes the dusty lovers d«ncing 
around the earth. Then the atoas aeet and the poea coaes 
to a pause to describe the quiet garde•. The pace i•creaeee 
again to a cli•ax when the ato•s of the great lovers give 
the earthly lovers the experience of pure love. Not o:mly 
is the idea a• i•teresti•g o•e, but the techltical deaanda 
for creating an effective sonnet are well fulfilled. 
The sonnet, "Oh! Death Will Find Me," written. i• 1909, 
provides a co•trast to the previous poea because of its 
quiet to•e. Although it was written early i• Brooke's 
career, his teclaical use of the sollJ!let fora shows poetic 
aaturity. Here death does •ot i•prove or elevate two 
lovers. It aerely reWtites the• in "the shade and lo•eli-
1tess a1td •ire/Of the last land" where the lover waits pat-
ie•tly. Death has claiaed hi• lo•g before he grew tired of 
watching his beloved, but suddenly the dead stir and he 
Dows that she has died. hd, as before, he watches her 
••• a broad-browed and sailing dream., Pass, light as ever, through the lightless host., Quietly ponder, start, and sway 9 and gleaa-Most i•di vidual a•d bewilderimg ghost.l-
. Death has cha•ged •othi•g ill this poea. He 'is still 
watchi•g her; she is sftill actillg as she always did., 
The eaae idea ie a part of the poea "Fi•di•g," tleo 
written i• 1909. It ia a perfect poe• for G. Wilso• 
bight's theories of wh:bte iaages i• Brooke's poetry because 
it is filled with aoonlight and radiance. I• this poea 
there is a ki•d of reunioA after death, although it is a.a 
ethereal o•e in contrast with the everyday to•e of the 
previous so11..net. It also exhibits a co•trast i~ fora .._ 
because the rhytha. is a• irregular ble•d of aJtapeste a.ad 
iaabs a•d the rhyiae scheae is regular o•ly to the poi•t 
where it does not beco•e co•fi•i•g. 
I• the poe• the narrator's loved o•e has died aitd he 
flees froa the candlelight a11.d shadows of the houS.e i•to 
:bhe •0011.light. The •ight provides •o coafort a:nd tries to 
lure hilt away fro• thoughts of his beloved. But he wills 
hi•self to thillk: o•ly of her a•d fi•ds her "white aitd 
radiaitt,/Sleepilllg quietly" beyond the dal"kn.esso The poea 
seeas •arred by Brooke's desire to produce a• unearthly 
radiaace; he floods the ataoaphere rather thait carefully 
crea~illg a subtle glow. Agai•, however, death is over-
coae by love. 
Brooke enjoyed experillenti•g with aaiy poetic foras. 
hone experiaeJat eBtitJ.ed "Choriaabics-I," he does •ot 
discuss love beyond death, but describes love as the last 
light before death. It is an i•terestin.g poea, l!lot only 
for the teclmicaJ. accoapliahae•te of a trochee, three 
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choria11bice, acad aa iaabue exteaded for eixteea rhyJled 
liaee, but also for the idea it expreseea. Here the lover 
is not Aearcl1in.g for a lost lov" or looki•e a.head to a 
perfect love after death. He tells bjs perfect love to 
atay away u•til the last •oaent before death. Now is the 
tiae ttwhe• desire burns, and the wi•ds ••• woo ae to way-
fari•g," whe• there is love o• "•yriad lips fairer thaa 
yourstt to be Saiipled. Only when. rrDeath's gatheri•g wi11.da" 
surroUJ1d hill should she coae, "cool at •Y brow ••• whisperi•g 
love ••• last light ia the dark." The attitude that love 
will serve hi• o•ly whe• he •eeds her is a.a egotistical 
o•e. 
At the saae tiae that Brooke glorified love, he also 
criticized or scor.ed love aid eve• questio•ed its exis-
t&Jtce. He could be quite bitter o:n the subject or aerely 
take a. aialytical attitude in explai•i•g why love failed. 
IA n·Thoughte 0• the Shape of the Huaa• Body," the proble• 
is in physical fora. ill this poea o•e can see his atteapt 
to overcoae the Victoria• attitude towards sex. Tet Brooke 
concluded that the way to perfectio• is a co•plete change of 
physical shape, which seeas to be a desire to escape froa 
the real.a of physical love and achieve so•ethillg greater 
. ud higher ad •ore u.nearthly. Fro• "Ull.satisfied/Sprawli:ag: 
desires, shapeless, perverse, de11.ied," he wishes to n·Rise 
disentaitgled fro• huaa1titytt. aJtd grow "'t> a radiant-round 
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love, and bear/U•fluctua•t paesio• for eoae perfect sphere.• 
\fuile it was i•possible to "Love fro• •oo• to aoon.," 
as Brooke desired in the previouR poe•, it was possible 
to put certain boUJtdaries on a love affair eo that it would 
•ot dege•erate i•to solely physical attractioa. I• a 1911 
poea "Dead Me•ts Love," Brooke shows what ca• happe• to love 
based on physical attraction. The poe• is a si•ple o•e, 
yet effective in its si•plicity because of the sudde• e•d-
i•g. There are three sta11.zas, each with four li•es of 
iaabic pe•taaeter and four li•es of iaabic tri•eter. The 
change in aeter adds a pare•thesis below the fourth li•e. 
Brooke's the•e, a criticis• of physical love, ie developed 
through a "dawned successful .Poet" an.d a "Woaa• like the 
Su.." who do 1tot realize they have died UJ1til they coae 
together "0. fire to cli•g and kiss a•d h~ld." Iastead, 
ttAcross the streets of Hell"(•ot Heaven for these lovers) 
they feel "'the wi•d blow cold," a:ad k•ow "with a sick sur-
prise/The eaptiness of eyes.~ Brooke believes that because 
the?Lr love was wholly physical, there was no co••UJticatio• 
for the• after death. 
In a so•~et writte• the previous year which Brooke 
called nsuccess," he is greatly relieved because the girl 
ill question has 11.ot returned his feelin.gs of desire or love. 
The solUlet begias awkwardly with the li•e "I thllk if you 
had loved ae when. I wanted." It is 1tot one of Brooke's 
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beet poeae because it lacks the eaooth polish of expreesioa 
fou.d in -t11e better so•nets. Brooke writes that if she had 
loved l1ia, if he l1ad see• his "wild E-3ick blaspl1emo11f3 JJrayer 
grallted" a•d !Barth's lordliest wild liaba ta11ed/Shake•, 
trapped, a•d shivering, for !Z touch" he would either have 
killed himself or the woa~lt he would t1ave thought of as 
"foul you." However, the gods have spared hi• "01te last 
sha.ae" a•d tto•e black word" a•d he has recovered hiaself 
without her k•owledge. While the aajority of the poea ie 
•ot awkward, the last li•e echoes the U11.gai•li•ess of the 
:first, particular~ with the couplet's e1tding rhy•es "u.-
epoke•" a•d "awoke•." Ba.t the poe• does reveal a great 
deal about Brooke hillself. It •ay explai• why the affair 
with Kathari•e Cox so devastated hi• whe• it cha.ged fro• 
a platonic love to a physical ome. 
However, love could fail in ways other tha• the Aeed 
for physical expressio•. Alt early poea called "The Voice" 
shows what can happen when a dreaaing roaantic believes he 
is in love with a• i•se•sitive dow:a-to-earth girl. The 
poea is well writte•. The iaabic tetraaeter rhytha aovea 
easily aad the rhyae patter., though irregular, adds to the 
saoot!llless of the poea as a whole. Eve• the stanzas vary 
ill lille leigth, but all the irregularities show that Brooke 
did •ot wish to be confi•ed to a•y strict fora. He does 
aake use of certai• rhymes aJtd li•e-le•gths for effect. 
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-Por exa.aple, the first two eta•zaa of eight li•ee create 
·the aood of the 11aagic 11 of the wooila, a quiet twilight 
by itself, aa if Brooke wanted the re•d~r to pause a•d share 
the sile•ce. He coapletes the ae:tricil liRe i•. short 
aew li•e and explai.as why he is there, that so•ethi:ag "baa 
hurt a.ad puzzled" hi• about "why you were you." 
The :first twe•ty-three liaes use oaly sevea rhyllee to 
describe the woods at •ight a.ad the air of sile•t expec-
taacy. With two liaee, the •ood is broke•: a shorte•ed 
lille "A».d sudde•ly" followed by a.a u••usical liae a•d rhylle 
"There was an uproar i• •Y woods." Brooke co-u.icatee 
his feeli•gs of disgust by describiag the "•oise of a fool 
ill aock distress" crashillg aroUlld oa "ig11.oraat :feet" with, 
worst of all, "a Voice profa•i•g the solitudes" with "clear, 
flat platitudes" which he relates i• iaabic pe•taaeter. It 
appears that he wa•ts to aake the Voice as plain aad Ult-
poetic as possible. He even. describes 1• as "quacki•g" 
beside hi•. The last line is aot a surprise; u..der the 
ci:rc1111sta•ces, it is the only logical e•din.g: "By God! I 
wish-I wish that you wefe dead!" Although.the poe• appears 
casual and rather free im style, a closer exaalllatioa re-
veals that Brooke exercised a t!ght coAtrol, eaployill.g 
every word, rhyite, and rhytha to work for a certaiA effect. 
There were tiaes whe• Brooke was coapletej;y disgusted 
I· 
with love. O.e of the poe•e criticized aoet eharply for 
its 1i[:1Jn~r~f: in t}1e voll1•~ }\-;~•fl lGJ 1 was a so•n.et e•ti t-
led "A C}1aa•el Pasaage.r1 It is •or~ w.•t1sj•r: th,• J)()etic, 
though the Eaglieh so••et for• is well ha•dled. It vividly 
describes a lover to!'ll betwee• aea-aiclo.ese, which he 
succUJJbs to, and love-sickness b~l which he is trp'iJtg to 
turn r1is •i•d away froa l1is -...us ea. Al though it is 
difficult to describe such a poea as poetic, it does illus-
trate how bitter Brooke could be. 
A later so:nnet, "Love," illustrates a •ilder Jtegative 
attitude towards that subject. Brooke defines love as a• 
illperfectio• i• perso•al stre•gth, a "breach i• the walls, 
a broke11 gate," which deprives the heart of pride, "sells 
the proud heart's citadel to Fate," particularly whe• it is 
•ot returned. Even when two lovers find solace in each 
other they "ar·e but taki•g/Their own poor dreaas wi thill 
their aras, aad lyi•g/Each with his lo•ely •ight, each with 
a ghost." He admits there •ay be soae COllllWlicatio•, that 
ttSo•e share that .Jtight." But they k•ow love grows cold 
··· a11d dull "that was sweet lies at aost." The rhyae scheae 
is that of a Shakespearea• soaaet. Yet Bl-ooke does not 
divide the soJmet by ·ideas into the custoaary quatraili.s 
a•d couplet. ~e last li11e ·serves as a co111ie11.t 011 thee• ... 
tire poea. Brooke did not wish to be totally co•fi•ed by 
fora, although he did write a coapact a.d effective so•net. 
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Allother 1913 poea, "The Chilteras," preeeats a 
different ... tt1tud~ of Broc1ke'a that aa.Jty of his frieads 
co•sidered typic~l of his devil-aay-care side. The poea 
begi•s with several li•es which establish the iapressio• of 
his escape fro• a serious i•volveae•t with a wo•a•. Each 
of the eigl1t stanzas e•ds with a• extra liae of iaabic 
triaeter, givi•g ~• overly casual air to the poea. The 
effect of 
-Oh, I've loved you faithfully a.ad well, Three years, or a bit less. 
It wasn't a success. 
is a light olte, especially because of the bare state•.ent 
of the thirci li•e. Also, the locales he •a11es--"Tri•g a.ad 
Lilley Hoo--" are aausi•g. What follows, however, is a 
description of the youth behi•d hill, the peace of old age; 
ahead, an.d the optillisa that he will find a "better" gi:Jtl 
i• the future. He does •ot see• particularly bothered 
by the failure of the receat love a~fair, nor about his 
lost youth, amd he is rather casual in adaitti•g that 
probably another love awaits hill in the future. 
What •akes the poea particularly effective a•d betrays 
its over-all casual•ess is Brooke's treatae•t of youth a•d 
aaturity through the iaages of •ature. Youthful nature is 
. described as: "The splash of sun, the shouti.11.g wi•d,/The 
brave eti•g of the rain," all the "splendour aad the pai•."' 
The descriptio•s are brief and effective, typical of youth~ 
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tu1 eathuaiaea a•d eaergy. Wbea youth 1e goae, he etill 
befi tti:ag tl1e qliiet•ess of olcl -,.e;e: 
The al1t1111• r'o,d, t}1e •~ll<)W wind 
That s o o t }-1 e 8 i.~ }1 e d :J. r· 1·: e n i ii [: 1 ~ 11 J re e • 
And 1 ~ lJ.(.S} 1 t ~-. J"' , d. n d j_ n n - : i J"' e f:3 • 
white :aist about t}·ie rJla.ek r1edrserowa, 
The E-: l Ul!l be ring f.: i d 1 a 11 cl :P la in , 
The sile11c~ i·rl1ere t}) e clc)ver· erows, 
A.ltd tl1e de.a.d leaves j_n the la•e, 
Cert~inly, these reDain. 
Brooke's better so•nets, writte• for the aoet part 
towards the e•d of his career, are distinguished by a• 
extreae coapact~ess of thought. The 1913 so•net "Muta-
bilityn is a tightly wove• poe•, although its for• shows 
Brooke's reluctaace to be co•fined to o•e soll.Bet for•ula. 
There is the octave-sestet divisio• of the Italia. sollll.et, 
with a rhyae scheae aore typical of the E•glieh soltiet yet 
without a concluding couplet. 
In the oetave, Brooke describes the heavenly world of 
perfect peraanence of which he wrote in earlier poeas. It 
is a place where tiae has no i•fluence aBd all the abstract 
virtues of life are foUll.d there, Faith, Good•ess, Wisdo•, 
Truth, Beauty, an.d "i•perishable Love.,, However, the 
"realistic Brooke has changed his ai.11.d. The seat~ 4e:f1•eai 
the tille of the poea, for now Brooke believes that a 
•kiss l.asts but the kissi11.g," a11.d ttLove has •o habitatio• 
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but the l1eart." ." \ 
While the g~•era] ideas i• thie poe• are •ot u..ique, 
they do rep1·ese•t a cort of cul.1&i.1tei tj 011 for 13rook~ beca1.1se 
love a•d life after death were subjects which he considered 
ud explored i'or •a11y years. The poea shows how far he had 
coae f1r0• }1is earlier Ro•a•tic phase. There is a defi•i te 
refi•e•e•t of tech•ique i• the sonnet's coapactness. The 
first quatrai•, which is o•e se•te•ce, describes the "high 
wi•dless world" where "they" say the penra:ae•t abstracts 
"abide." The seco•d quatrai• shows that •a• has realized 
his i•per•aJte•t •ature a•d has decided there must be a 
solutio•, a place where all •ortal thi•gs •ay be preserved, 
a defe•se agai•st •utability. However, the seste* co•plet~ 
ely disaisses the existance of the heave•ly world. Froa 
the speculative "They say" i• the octave, Brooke cha11.ges 
to the decisive "we bow" alld leaves no doubt about his 
decisio•. The first 1111.e of the sestet outli•es the COll+,"!.B 
te•ts of the reaai:n.i:n.g 1111.es "Dear, we k•ow o•ly that we 
sigh, kiss, s•ile." All those last but the le:a.gth of the 
deed. b li•ee helve a».d thirtee:a--".Poor straws! o• the 
dark flood we catch awhile,/Cli•g, a.n.d are borI i•to the 
•igh.t, apart,"--Brooke echoes the seco•d li•e of the poea 
which describes his willdless world as "Out of the wash of 
days a».d teaporal tide." Yet he wa•ts to e•d the poe• 
with the defiAite feellll.g that all.co•ceni•g love is 
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teaporal, wl1ioh explai•e the positio• ot liaee twelve a.ad 
thirte~•. He could have used the echo of li•e two as a 
CO• CJ tld i llf' COU n Jet id e-. bll t th i S WC)ll]_d !l~. Ve :.tl t e I'~ d t}1e c_J r 
effect of the ao•net. Over all, tl1e son•et ill ustratee 
Brooke's aware•ees of a•d co•trol over the effect of every 
vo:r-d. 
I• additio• to the poeae i• which love ie a. abstract 
co•cept, Brooke wrote several poe•s specifically co•cer11.i•g 
his mthappy love affair with Kathari•e("Ka") Cox. Thia 
poetry prese•ts a portrait of Miss Cox as Brooke saw her 
aitd also describes patie•t and peaceful love ill co•trast 
to the i•te•sity of love foUlld i• eoae of the previous 
poeas. 
0.e of the first tributes to Ka is a eo:anet e•titled 
"U•fortU.Iate:" 
Heart, you are as restless as a paper scrap That's tossed doWll. dusty pave•e•ts by the wi•d; Saying, "She is most wise, patient, a•d ki•d. Betwee~ the small haiads folded im her lap 
Surely a shamed head may bow doWll at le•gth, A.ltd find forgive~ess where the shadows stir About her lips, and wisdo• in her stre•gth, Peace in her peace. Coae to her, coae to her!• ••• 
She will not care. She'll s•ile to see ae come, So that I think all Heaven in flower to fold me. She'll give ae all I ask, kisa ~e and hold •e, And ope~ wide upon that holy air 
The gates of peace, and take my tiredness hoae, Kinder than God • .But heart, she will not care.· 
The poe• bears two possible i11.terpretatio•s because of the 
~ 
first phrase ill li•e 11ille. If this phrase occurred o•ly 
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oaoe 1• the eoa•et, at the begi••i•g of the eeetet, it 
could•~~• that ViAa Cox did •ot care about th~ cauee of 
etreee a deep ead•e~s, ae i~ Brooke realized that ahe could 
always give peace a•d coafort, but could •ever really care 
about hi•. 
The so .. et co•veys the i•~er stre•gth a11d the 
ataoephere of security whic11 drew Brooke to "Ka" Cox. 
Froa the poe• coaes the picture of a solidly capable wo•a. 
who possessed a •ature a•d sensible outlook on life. 
" 
the octave, Brooke co•trasts his OWlt restless•ess with "Ka's 
wisdoa, patie•ce, a•d ki•d•ess. He eaphasizes her virtues 
agaill. i• lilies seve1t alld eight i• the phrases ''wisdoa i• 
her stre11.gth,/Peace in. her peace." Although the poea is 
a sonnet and rhyaed li•es are •eeessary, Brooke is careful 
i• his choice of words so that the rhy.mi•g words do not 
destroy the peaceful aood he ie creati•g. II both the 
octave a11d the sestet he bala•ces aasculi•e a•d fe•i•i•e 
end rhyaes specifically for this purpose. 
The sestet adds further eaphasis to the co•fort Mies 
Cox offers. Brooke portrays all e•velopi•g protective•ess 
with lin.e tea ''ali Heaven. i1t flower to :fold ae. " A.ltd he 
:further eaphasizes a feeli•g of security in lines twelve 
aJtd thirteen. But there is still a. ultiaate sad•ess 1• 
the poe• when he repeats the phrase "But heart, she will 
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aot care,• because hie realizatioa that she doee •ot care 
aakes her power of co•fort futile. 
!:it the yearr:3 followiJ:tg "U•fortUllate," Brooke sought to 
poetically defi1.1.e hifl feelines towards Hiss Cox. I:• 1913 
he wrote two son_nets, "0.e Day" a•d t'Waikiki," which co•-
bi•e the backgroUlld of his South Seaa voyage with his 
thoughts about her. h "O.e Day" he writes fro• a ship 
o• the way to Hawaii aftd i• the octave he says 
Today I have been happy. All the day 
I held the •emory of you, a•d wove 
Its laughter with the danci•g light o• the spray. 
So•e of the "•isery" a.w.d pai• have diai•ished so that he 
ie "glad with a •ew foolish quiet •irth. '' 
The sestet provides a co•trast to the light faaciful 
to•e of the octave; Brooke uses a sustai•ed si•ile to 
ooaplete the so1Utet, aad atte•pts to describe a •ore ser-
ious aspect of his thoughts: 
So lightly I played with those dark meaories, 
Just as a child, be•eath the s1.ua•er skies, 
Plays hour after hour with a stra~ge shi•i•g sto•e, 
For which(he Dows not) towns were fire of old, 
Alad love has bee• be:brayed, alld •urder dome, 
Aitd great kixgs tur~ed to a little bitter aold. 
The si•ile see•s to say that it is iro•ic that Brooke ca. 
so lightly co•te•plate the •e•ories of a love which o•ce 
•early destroyed hi.a. 
I• "Waikiki" the at•osphere of that settll.g overwhelae 
hi.JI a:ad his •eaories of Miss Cox •ore that the sea did i• 
the previous poe•• Brookete profoU11.d reactio». to hie 
eurrou•di•ge is coa•11•icated through a• artistic creatioa 
of a o o d w i th a }1 ~av J.r e • J) r1 -i. H i ;, on fl e • fl 1 ; -. 1 J t y • 
The octave appeals deEJcripti vely to the se•eee. ''Wara 
perfu.aee ••• drift dowa the darkaeae." "Aa eu.kaleli ••• thrilla 
aJtd cries/A.-11d stabt3 with pai• the •ight 'e b:row. savagery," 
and "dark scents whisper.'' The "di• waves •.• (}lea11 like a 
woaan.'s hair, stretch out, ~d rise.u Alld the whole 
pall.oraaa has i• ite backgrou.ad "the auaurous eoft Hawaiiaa 
sea. n 
The effelrt of the octave is interrupted by the sestet, 
as if the poet. half lost in dreaas, has aoaentary flicker-
ings of an elusive and unhappy aeaory. Brooke ueee several 
short halting phrases to describe the neapty tale, of 
idleness and pain" and then disaisses these thoughts as 
having occurred "A long while since, and by soae other sea." 
Brooke's brief treataent of the unhappy incident does not 
reflect a lack of feeling. Nor is· it descriptive of an 
illaginary event. It refers to a specific day when he and 
¥.Liss Cox were staying in Ger11any at a hotel by the Starn-
berger Sea. She chose that day to confess that she had 
becoae involved with Henry La•b, a painter in a group of 
artists and writers who were later known as the Blooasbury 
group. The severe psychological effect of this inforaation 
caused Brooke's nervous collapse and his separation fro• 
Miss Cox. Thus, the sonnet "Waikiki" is of personal i.llpor-
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tance because it proves that Brooke waa finally aature 
the experience. 
Brooke was always aware of the peace and security 
which Katharine Cox could provide. In two poeas of 1914, 
"Retrospect" a.nd "Hauntings" he again explores tl1e kindness 
and pea_ce which he described in "Unfortunate." In "Retro-
spect" Brooke does not confine hiaself to the boundaries 
of a sonnet but uses rhyaed couplets of iaabic tetraaeter. 
He seeas to be searching for a definition of Ka's person-
ality. 
In the first twenty-six lines Brooke deliberately 
avoids a definite organization of iaages. Instead, he 
cr~ates a mood through an accUJ1.ulation of natural slliles 
by which he describes an aspect of Mies Cox's personality. 
For exaaple: 
In your ar•s was still delight, Quiet as a street at night; 
e • • 0 8 8 G O Q G 8 • • • e • 0 9 O O O • & $ • • e 
Lovei in you, went passing by, 
Penetrative, remote, and rare, 
Like a bird in the wide air; 
The iaages he selects are quiet, cal•, and auted. At the 
end of this passage he aentions wisdon, long-suffering, and 
tenderness, qualities which he is unable to coapare with 
nature. The only pattern one can find in the twenty-six 
lines is that Brooke begins with generalized i•ages and 
qualities of Miss Cox and then he progresses 1to aore 
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specific ones. 
He divides the poea into two parts; there is a deli}).. 
erate divisior1 between li11es t'W~11ty-six a.nd twerity-rJeven. 
The last fourteen lines recall "Unfort1ir1ate" i.n w}1i cr1 i1~isa 
Cox si ta patiently while Brooke res ts at h~r fe~t wi tl-1 }1is 
head in her lap. In lines twenty-seven through twenty-nine, 
Brooke defines what "Ka" represents to hi•J 
0 haven without wave or tide! Silence, in which all songs have died! Holy book, where hearts are still! 
He then relates how she would feel if he were there and 
how he hiaself would act. He would be nhoae at length 
under the hill" with her '-'•other-quiet, breasts of peace,/ 
Where love itself would faint and cease!" He would find 
her 
•••••• as a pool unstirred, Kneel down by you, and ne~er a word, Lay •Y head, and nothing said, In your hands, ungarlanded; And a long watch you would keep; Aad I should sleep, and I should sleep! 
As in "Unfortunate" Brooke has again created the 
"•other-quiet" of Miss Cox. This poea begins with Brooke's 
recalling that ''In your aras was still delight," and ends 
with his reme•bering the aotherly coafort ahe provided. 
If one can analyze 11he organiiation of the poe•, it aay be 
that Brooke begins with a description of his first associa-
tion, as a lover, with Miss Cox, and he atteapts to explain 
the aany aspects of her personality. Finally, after con-
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veying the total idea of her ae a person, he describes hia 
relationship with her and her aother quality. 
ChrJsto1Jher lfassall labelfl "1ietrospect'' "an elegy to 
the •e•ory of the t•otl1er-quiet' of l{a." In his OJ)inion 
it is one of Brooke's best poeas. He further describes it 
in saying that Brooke 
is once again able to recollect her(Ka) in 
passionless tranquility, gr~nted she is held 
at the aePthrtic distance of a work of art, 
and having long since fallen out of love, 
he achieves, in retrospect, as though at the 
last moment, a grave love poem worthy of its 
the.me, resolving all that "loud confusio11 of 
the heart" ~~th a kind of benediction and a dying fall. 
Hassall seeas to i•ply that in this poea Brooke is aesthe-
tically detached fro• Miss Co%. However, the poe• shows 
that he is still eaotionally involved with his ae•ories. 
Perhaps he has ''fallen out of love." Instead of thinking 
of Miss Cox as a lover, he has resolved the confusion in 
his heart and realized that her •other-love is aost iapor-
tant to hilt. He is not detached fro• this quality; he is 
still passionately involved. 
Tiie poea "Hauntings," written after "Retrospect," 
explains what Brooke aost clearly reae•bers about his 
relationship with Miss Cox. Perhaps in "Retrospect'' Brooke 
was searching for a precise definition of her greatest 
attribute, for in "Hauntings" he calls it "the ecstasy of 
your quietude." Technically this sonnet poses a question: 
. ~-
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why did Brooke use the phrase in the aiddle of his poea 
instead of pJ_acing it at t}1e end to ~•pl1ae:ize 1 ts i•por-
tance? Per}1..,ps Brooke felt tl1at, a1 t}1ot1f:r1 t}1e f't1r:..i~n~ was 
his own personal victory, the total artistic ef'f'ect of the 
poea was •ore iwportant to hia. 
Brooke uses the sa:ae technique he eaployed in "One 
Day;" the octave describes the poet lost in •e•ory ~nd the 
sestet is a aetaphor which defines his aeaories. In the 
octave Brooke reconstructs "the grey tuault of these after 
years" when "silence falls" and "the incessant wranglers 
part." He creates a aood through the effect of his choice 
of words and phrases: "grey tuault," "less-than-echoes of 
reaeabered tears," "a shade ••• undying," a11d "dull passion-
ate aood." And the sestet echoes this aood: 
So a poor ghost, beside his aisty streaas, 
Is haunted by strange doubts, evasive dreaas, 
Hints of pre-Lethean life, of men, 
Stars, rocks, and flesh, things unintelligible, 
Anl light on waving grassj he knows not when, 
And feet that ran, but where he cannot tell. 
As the previous analyses have shown, Brooke was a 
craftsaan trained in the classical traditions of literatureo 
He was not an inventor of new poetic foras, but chose rather 
to express hi•self within traditional verse. He had 
disciplined hillself to use poetry to his own purpose. He 
•ade the poe•s work for hi• by the techniques he had 
acquired through years of practice. In thia poe•, he uses 
aasculine rhyae to eaphasize what is lllportant and fe•inine 
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rhyJte to create aood. The iaportant phrases in the poea 
are lines fc)ur and eight, '11Iueh all the loud confusion of 
the r1eart," ar1d uco•~FJ back ·the ecstasy of your quietude." 
In a continuation of the ideas iin "Retrospect," _Brooke is 
saying that all his confusing thoughts about Miss Cox are 
resolved because he has finally realized her greatest 
personal attribute. The sestet of the poea first appeared 
in a letter to Edward Marsh when Brooke was in the South 
Seas. Brooke reworked this passage and used it to coaplete 
his sonnet. And in the best artistic tradition, he created 
a sonnet which has universal as well as personal iaportance. 
The universal aeaning of the poe• is that ti•e will dull 
"the toss'd i"anks of airth and crying/Hungers and pains." 
And through all the aeaories shines Mies Coxts ~quietude.ff 
T'nus it appears that Brooke personally resolved hj~s 
feelings towards Miss Cox. Yet just before he died he 
wrote that she was "'about the best I can do in the way of 
a widow •••• You were the best thing I found in life.• ,.,30 
Many: critics have stated that Brooke's early death was 
fortunate because he held a con~ptous opinion of o1d age, 
particularly towards love in old age. 
At first, in a typically adolescent aanner, he was 
extreaely iapatient and reluchnt to adnit that he and his 
friends could ever grow old. Throughout his letters he 
coaplains with every new year that tille is passing too 
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swiftly. In a poea of 1907, "The B·eginning," Brooke 
atte•pta to describe the way r1e wot1ld d~fy t}1e r1arsh 
of soaeone w.b.o }1as lived tl1roug}1 aa.11y years wJ t}1c)u t being 
changed by the•, although he adaits that the young girl 
he once loved has erown old. 
Brooke pictures hi•self seeking hie for11er love, hie 
"only god in the days that were," and finding her despite 
the change of intervening "sullen years and the •ark of 
pain." Technically the poea is not one of Brooke's beet, 
for he uses casual rhythll, blending anapests and ia•bs to 
suit his lines. The casualness of the poe• and the bold-
ness of his defiance of age are betrayed by a kind of 
draaatic ending which is present in •any of Brooke's poeas, 
a sudden reversal o~ thought which is found, for exaaple, 
in nThe Voice," and "·Unfortunate." His •ind continually 
returns to thoughts of his love's foraer beauty: 1tLipe 
that were scarlet, hair that was gold!" The last line, 
"And •Y heart is sick with •.enories n betrays his true 
feelings. He would not be brave in the face of old age. 
Behind the poea lies the assuaption that he hi•self 
would never show or feel the effect of tiae. The s&11e 
thought is :found in the 1909 poea "Jealousy," an.extreaely 
bitter expression of the effects of that eaotion. First 
Brooke criticizes his rival, "that fooltt with the "stupid 
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bow/Of hie red lipe" and "the e•pty grace/Of thoee strong 
legp -.r1d aran" tcJ wi1c)a r1i A loved or1e 11 •. f~ given "every 
to u c }1 at1 d • C) v e / W rink 1 ~ .;~ r 1 d E, !"' c r ~ t " o f }·1 ~ I' E~ ~ 1 f • l-I e us e e 
eleven lines for one long draaatic sentence which ends in 
the purpose for his poe•: 
-Oh! then I know I'• waiting, lover-wife, 
For the great tine when love is at a close, 
And all it's friJi.t's to 1·1a.tc}1 trie thickening nose 
Tl1e sweaty 11eck and dulling f-.ce and eye, 
That are yours, and you, aost surely, till you die! 
The lines which follow present a brutal picture of 
nsenility's queasy furtive love-aaking," and well express 
the scorned lover's hateful feelings. After showing how 
repulsive her fool will be in old age, he flings the last 
line at her: "-Oh, when that tiae co•es, you'll be dirty, 
too!" He is as critical of the physical deterioration of 
old age as he is of the death of love and passion. As in 
the previous poe•, he iaplies that if she were his love, 
they would not. face growing old. He could not accept 
old age for hiaself or his friends, but he could vividly 
wish ~t upon his ene•ies. 
One of Brooke •·a best poe•s is called "Menelaus and 
Helenott It is actually two sonnets which are joined by 
their coaaon subject 111atter. It is on Haasall ''s list of 
poeas which best illustrate Brooke's poetic ability, for 
it is a skillfully written sonnet. It also shows Brookets 
views on old age. 
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Part one, the first sonnet, ie a straightforward 
picture of Meaelaue destroying Troy to reclai• Helen. 
The octave describes, in a fast-paced style, MeneJ.aue 
with his sword breaking "I1ot througl1 Troy's rui11" nto sate/ 
On that adulterous whore a ten year's hate." Lines seve11 
and eight provide a cliaax to the action and the octave 
as rv·!enelaus co•es crashing into the "inneraost cha.11.ber" 
"flaaing like a god." 
A sudden hush coaes over the sestet ae Brooke halts 
the action with four abrupt words "High sat white Helen" 
and adds the phrase "lonely and serene." The sestet is 
quiet as Menelaus, overco•e by her beauty, kneels before 
Helen, "The perfect Knight before the perfect Queeno" 
The sonnet ends, an~artistic treataent of a faailiar 
dra•atic situation. Yet Brooke aakes it vital and intense. 
as if the reader were observing it for hiaself. It is an 
exa•ple of what Walter de la Mare aeant when he said that 
it is the •o•ents which flower in· Brooke's poetry. 
The second sonnet provides a definite contrast to the 
first one. It needs part one as a background because it 
continues where the first e:onnet ended. nso far the· 
poet,u writes ~ooke, has always described Menelaus and 
Helen, but what of the n1ong connubial years"· that follow? 
Helen becoaes "a scold/Haggard with virtue" fro• bearing 
"Ohild on legitiaate childn and often "weeps, gwuty-eyed 
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and iapoter1t." Menelaus grove deaf and •garrulous," 
conqt1r-1~i nt< "2 11t11ul 1~ed 'I1rn2,'t1/'1'wixt noon and supper." The 
fort u 11 a t e 1) er r1 <J r1 j f; 1)11. r J ~1 , t:1 1 e e J-1 i 11 g n o :r1 by Sc a• and er side , " 
free fro• the unroaa11tic effects of old age. 
BrooJ.re see•s to deJ.ight in his role as a.n iconoclast 
shattering the ro•antic illusions about Helen of Troy. 
The r"'irst sonnet is well constructed and technically well 
executed, but it is alllost too perfect and polished. As 
in his defense of "Lltst,,. perhaps Brooke is again showing 
that anyone can write a technically fine sonnet. The 
harsh reality described in the second sonnet al•ost negates 
the roaanticis• of the first, as if Brooke's purpose is 
to say that Paris was fortunate to escape old age through 
death. 
Perhaps "The Beginning," "Jealousy," and "Menelaus 
and Helen" were the youthful Brooke before a new aaturijy 
and awareness changed his feelings. For, at the age of 
twenty-three he wrote a freely rhyaed poea called 
"Kindliness" which is in contrast with his previous treat;.. 
aent of old age. 
He writes of the ti•e "When love has changed to 
kindliness." He first ignores the idea as "A sorry jest;" 
then he faces the fact that ~the best eitherts known/Will 
change, and wither, and be less.'' He suggests that he 
and his loved one could kill theaselves or break away and 
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pursue new paths alone. But he pr~fera that they stay, 
realJ zinf:: "tr1is is all we've known, content/In tl1e lean 
twiJir:11 l or r;uc}1 da~y." This qui~t thoughtful poe• is a 
defir1ite c}1ar1ge of attitude for Brooke, for it Bl1ows that 
he had dectded age could brj_;1g peace and cc>ntent•ent and 
that there were soae advantages in growing old with a 
loved one. 
Brooke's general iltpatience with life extended into 
criticis• of other areas in addition to love and old age. 
The subject of religion ca11e under his attack and Brooke 
showed his •odern individualis• with several poeas on the 
"God is dead" theae. 
One of the earliest poe•s in this group, written 
when Brooke was nineteen, is a sonnet which describes 
"The Vision of the Archangels." The poe• is slow and 
stately, keeping pace with the procession of four arch-
angels walking slowly "up silent peaks" while they bear 
"A dingy coffin." The octave speculates that it aust be 
a child's coffin because ii, is so s•all; but God "could 
never/Have bidden a child turn fro• the spring and the 
sunlight.~ In1:he sestet the coffin is cast "fro• the 
sheer SUJ11tit" and Brooke reveals that it contains "Godta 
little pitiful Body lying, worn and thin." 
To achieve the effect of a slow procession, Brooke 
uses carefully chosen phrases: •·s1owly up silent peaks," 
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•q•.iet, even steps," •great vines furled," and "eorrovtul, 
quiet faces." The i•ag~e in tl1e poea are stark. The 
eiler1t peaks are 011 
the archa11ge.lf-J cast fro• tl1e tcJl) a ''frail black coffin." 
Al though thj.s poe• was written early in Brooke 'a career, 
it is as skillfully controlled as his later sonnets. 
Every aspect of the poea con tri b1ites to the •ood of 
sorrow. 
Several years later, Brooke wrote a sonnet called 
"Failure." Although Hassall does not include this poea 
on his list of Brooke's best, it does deserve the honor. 
It discloses the tightly coapressed power found in so•e 
of Brooke's best poetry, particularly in the draaatic 
contrast between the octave and the sestet. 
In the octave, the histrionic author swears to curse 
the God Who has "put His ada•antine fate/Between •Y sullen 
heart and its desire." He will burst the Iron Gate of 
Heaven and defy the Deity on ''His throne of fire." The 
reason for his anger, though never revealed, aakea hi• 
proud and bold enough to stride defiantly "up the Golden 
Stair," beat on the Iron aate, and enter "with a·cry." 
The sestet, like the scene which confronts hi•, is 
_suddenly quiet. The great courts are "'quiet in the sun,/ 
And full of vacant echoes." Moss has begun ,,,~·o creep 
within the dusty council-halls," and the throne is e•pty. 
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ill bear silent teetiaony to the death or departure of the 
Deity a11d t}1e court wl1icl1 serve<l H..ia. 
Brooke aak~t3 everj' word c1.)ntribt1te to .the total 
effect of tl1e clraaatic contrast betweer1 tl1e octave arid the 
eestet. In the octave the words are f orcefu_l a.11d rJirect, 
the rhyaes strong and decisive. God has opposed "His 
adU1antine fatett to Brooke's desire. In retaliation, he 
will "burst the Iron Gaten and ttcurse Hi• on His throne 
of fire." Brooke does not walk, he "stridesu "up the 
Golden Stair;" he does not knock, he "beats" on the Gate. 
The passage is so powerful that Earth "shudders" at this 
display of "blaspheay." 
The sestet shows a different power~ the quietly 
controlled ability to descriptively sustain an an*i-cliaax. 
The sestet does not give the rebellious poet's reaction; 
it ends as quietly as it began. In contrast with the de-
cisive rhymes and stateaents of the octave, the sestet 
has soft-sounding rhymes and run-on sentences. The scene 
is described as if the poet were wal~ing slowly fro• the 
courtyard to the throne. In contrast to the fiery and 
golden iaages of the octave, the sestet describes a quiet 
sun, •oss, dust, and heavily curtained wallso It is 
difficult to understand why Christopher ~assail elillinated 
this poe• froa his list_ of Brooke's best works-. 
· Brooke could also be fanciful and satiric on the 
subject of religion as shown in the poeas "An~e Araaw and 
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-"Beaven." •Ante Araa,• written 1n 1907, is a fanciful 
exercise in lyricisa, which creates a aood of ayeterioua 
beauty. 
The poea is written in an iaabic hexa.11eter of six, 
three-line stanzas with a solitary line at the end. 
Although Brooke uses only four different end rhy•es in all 
nineteen lines, it does not see• to liait his poetic 
expression. He describes the "unknown worshippertt of a 
goddess kneeling before her shrine "Chanting strange 
hyans" and "sorrowful litanies.tt It is a shrine for those 
"tired o.f the world's vanities" who desire to drink 
"pale Lethan winen and forget the "roar of winds along 
the open skies." !!he nwanderer" is "too tired" to "heed 
the horror of the shrine, the distant cries/And evil 
whispers in the g1oo•." He faintly hopes to catch a 
gli•pse of his goddess in the "scented darknesst' with her 
\ 
voice "•ore sweet than .th~ far plaint of viols is/Or the 
soft aoan of· any grey-eyed lute-:-player·." 
As a lyrical exercise in the creation of a fanciful 
scene, the poea succeeds well. The last line has drawn 
favorable con•ents froa several critics, for the iaage of 
"the soft •oan of any grey-eyed lute--player"· is unusual 
and iaaginative. However, the poea echoes the roaanticis• 
and aestheticis• which Brooke had to outgrow before he 
could write truly original poetry. 
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One of Brooke 'a better known JlOeae is called "rfeaven" 
view of fish. .i\ccording to I1ari:-1all, tl1e poe• is a.n exten-
sion or reworking of "The },ish," a aood poea written 
several years earlier. 31 Brooke uses the sa•e fora in 
each poe•, successively rhy•ed lines of i~•bic pentaweter. 
In Hassall 's opinion, "lieaven" is aore successful; he 
does not, however, consider the difference in purpose of 
the two poe•s. In "The Fish" Brooke wanted to create a 
aood through a short stateaent about the contrast between 
the hUllan world and the world beneath the water. In 
ttHeaven" Brooke is •ocking established religious viewso 
The object of Brooke's satire in "Heaven" is the 
concept of life after death. Just as the huaans would 
like to believe in their heaven, the fish visualize that 
their "future is not Wholly Dry," and soaewhere ''beyond 
Space and Tile/Is wetter water, sli•ier sliae!" The future 
is in the Eternal Brook where 'S'-'never fly conceals a hook" 
and they feed on "Paradisal grubsn in "aud, celestially 
.I> • " 
.tair. Fish believe that there is ''One/Who swua ere 
rivers were begun, 
IJ1.1tense, of fishy for• and •ind, 
Squaaous, oanipotent, and kind; 
.And under that Al•ighty Fin, 
The littlest fish may enter in. 
And finally, to nake their heaven vo•plete, nThere shall be 
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no aore land, eay fish." 
The sat1re is a gentle one; there ie no bitterneee 
behind Br·o<)l{e 's r1UJ!or. I1e •akes lie11 t :fun of a Aubj ect 
which he does riot take very serious_ly. Brooke was not 
an a~haist. As a schoolboy he had to attend chapel 
regularly and he never launched any verbal attacks on the 
basic beliefs of his religion. Yet there is no evidence 
that he was particularly devout. His passions were per-
sonal ones; religion see•s to be a subject which he cas-
ually accepted. And the poea "Heaven" was a brief flight 
of fanciful iaagination for hi•. 
Brookets lack of religious fervor is clearly shown 
on his views on death. Many critics have stated that he 
predicted his own early death and even that he seriouely 
planned on it. But tJh,j·s is hard to believe int he face 
of all the poetic evidence of the joy Brooke experienced 
in living. Perhaps his poetic talents were not as great 
as he •ight have wished, but there were other occupations 
open to hi•. He could have taught at UU1bridge or even 
entered politics. 
One of Brooke's earliest poeas on death ie "The 
Little Dog's Day," written in 1907. '!'he poea is a series 
of seven, four-line stanzas of free-flowing anapestic 
style with internal and end rhyae. The •echanics and the 
language co•bine to aake it lightly huaorous. Even 
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knowing Brooke's tendency to laugl1 at hiaself rat}1er than 
ad•i t t}1e deJJth of }1Jf1 tr1le ,fe~ LJ_r1gs, it is extreaely 
difficult to consider this poea a serious prediction of 
hie own early deat}1. 
The poea concerna a little dog who has just behaved 
well all his life and gains per•ission to do just as he 
pleases for one day. lie joyfully wreaks havoc in the 
town, but just as the sun goes down, "in the gloo• of the 
twilight grey/The little dog died when he'd had his day." 
The idea is characteristic of Brooke, because, with his 
dislike of old age, the ideal tiae to die would be just 
after achieving the height of living. 
Several years later, influenced by the Society for 
Psychical Research, Brooke wrote a sonnet in which life 
after death is described as a state of pure knowledge and 
ihe achieveaent of the height of sensory perception. In 
the first four lines he dis•isses the aore conventional 
concepts of life ''beyond the sun" where spirits of the 
dead "beat on the substantial doors" with "vain tears" or 
"tread/Those dusty high-roads of the ai•less dead/Plaintive 
for Earth.tr Brookets concept begins with a fanciful 
setting as the spirits run "Down so•e close-covered by-
way of the air" while they "thread the shadows"· and find 
•rso11e low sweet alley between wind and wind, n "Soae 
whispering ghost-:forgotten nook." He describes a place 
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he cannot quite specify, soae tiaelees and spiritual 
locatior1. It is dif"ficul.t to para1Ji1raee or to describe 
1 t in worcls utl1er tJ1a11 111-s wi t}1oqt loeir1g t}1e ghostly 
quality and effect of the lines. At the ra•e ti•e, it 
eee•s that Brooke could not find the precise descriptive 
phrase he needed, but that he used what he could find 
and th~n went on to the most important part of the poea, 
a description of the concept of an after-life. 
Those who attain the "eternal day" possess the 
perfection of knowledge. They spend their tiae in "pure 
converse"· without speech, for they are able to "Think 
each in each." They are able to "hear, know, and say" 
all denied by the confusion of life because of the peace-
ful state which death brings. Brooke says that the dead 
are able to rise above bodily senses to the perfection 
of the•: "And feel, who have laid our groping hands away;'/ 
And see, no longer blinded by our eyes." 
The poea is an expression of his thoughts on death 
providing a state of spiritual perfection, though it is 
possible that Brooke did not believe in life after death 
and that he was exploring the concept as a poetic exer-
cise. The foxlowing year, 1914, while in the South Seas, 
Brooke wrote a poe• "·Taire Tahiti"' concerning heavenly 
perfection. Instead of a sonnet, _he uses seventy-seven 
lines of rhyaed iaabic tetraaeter. This expansion is 
6l. 
beneficial to the full develop•ent of hie ideas. 
Tl1e roe• it:.; FJet in tl1e So11th ~3eaa and Brooke's 
conce_r,t of }1eave11 is a r)e1~f~r~t ahntract:ton of all he finda 
in 'rahi ti. lie a.dcl I'ee fJ ~ f: tl1e 1::ic) e• Lei a 11 at J v~ t_:ir l with 
whoa he lived; l1e calls her "J,1a•ua" a..11cl t1i•self ,rl:Upure" 
(which refers to the whiteness of his skin). He tells 
her tha,t after deat11, "the wise agree" that there is a 
land "beyond the SW1" (a phra.se re1>ea ted fro• tl1e previous 
poea) where all the ~EternalA" are. In the first twenty-
seven lines he rando•ly lists exa•ples of the Eternals in 
Paradise. There are ''Types, whose earthly copies were/ 
The foolish broken things we knew." There are perfections 
of things in nature such as "the never-setting Star," 
"'the Flower," "the Ideal Reef," and the "Everlasting Seao• 
On earth we see only a shadow of the perfectioa. There 
are abstract feelings, like Grief without tears, and Love 
without lovers. 
The first part of the poea is awkward because of an 
apparent lack of organization and logical sequence. The 
second part, lines twenty-eight through fifty-six, desc-
ribes the single abstraction of Loveliness. The only 
plausible explanation for the difference in artistic aerit 
between parts one and two is that in the first part Broo·ke 
is considering specific res~ts of the previously 
d.iscussed "Sonnet" and recording his wandering thoughts, 
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while in the second part, he specifically concentratea 
on the beauty of Tahiti that is all around hi•. 
First the poet thinks of Loveliness in ter•s of the 
vivid island colors. There are "Coral's hues," rainbows, 
"white birds on the dark ravine," torches that blaze at 
night, "evening's after-green," and "dawns of pearl and 
gold .i11d red." Then he realizes tha.t with the perfect 
abstractions he will no longer watch her "swing a.nd sway/ 
Divinely down the scented shade." Nor will they crown 
each other with flower wreaths. ''Oh, Heaven' e Heaven," 
he ad•its, but in the height of the abstractions perfection 
is ridiculous: "And there's an end, I think, of kissing,/ 
When our •ouths are one with Mouth." 
The conclusj_on of the poea disaisses the "'Sonnet" 
inspired by Psychical Research with a "carpe die•" phil-
osophy which see•s more characteristic of Brooke than 
belief in a Paradise of abstract perfec:tion. He encourages 
Maaua to enjoy all the sensual pleasures around the•. In 
the first part of the poea, the iaages are abstract and 
general; in the second part they are visual d.es.gr.iptions 
of Loveliness • .But in the last part, where the poet is 
urging enjoyaent of life here and now, the iaages appeal 
to all the senses. He begs her to hear "the. calling of 
the •oon" and be aware of the ttwhispering scents." He 
wants her to feel the t'idle wara lagoon, n and walk unown 
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the dark, th~ flowered way," hand in hand. "Along the 
whi ter1~st: of tl1e Dand," ahe car1 feel the "wa ter.te soft 
celebrate sei1Ha tior1, floatine ]_azil~,r .ir1 the war• lagoon, 
with pleasures "Well this side of Paradise!" It is an 
obvious conclusion that "There's little coafort in the 
wise." 
It is unlikely that the difference in aerit between 
the first twenty-seven lines and the rest of the poem was 
deliberate. There is a definite contrast in writing: a 
straightforward aanner in the first part, a fanciful 
descriptive manner in the second part, and a purely poetic 
and highly artistic aanner in the last part. Yet the 
lack of a definite pattern or progression of ideas in the 
first part •ars the pdea and Brooke only partially redeeas 
hi•self through the beauty of the last section. 
One of the poeas which was included in the 1914 
collection o~ war sonnets is a work of unusual construc-
tion, rtThe Treasure.'' There Brooke is using his poetic 
freedo• to its height for there are only three lines of 
iaa.bic pent&J1eter; the rest are iaabic tetraaeter, and 
the rhyae·scheae has three sets of successively rhylled 
lines. In addition, the poea is divided into a six-eight 
C line arrangeaent, so that the seetet coaes first, then 
the octave. 
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The idea behind the poea is a lyrical and aesthet-
ically pleasi11g one which Brooke handles in an interesting 
way. (r\.11 te.c11.i.ally ir1tereotir1g interpretation of this poea 
is f<Jund in If evil Shute 1Iorway I s n ..ovel Tl1e lta.i11bow and 
the Rose.) The first six lines telJ. of the ti•e, death, 
when the senses which received color, light, and fragrance 
will retreat 0 Behind the gateways of the brain.n The 
lines propose that Ti.11e holds "so•e golden spaceu where 
the poet can "unpack that scented store/Of song and flower 
and sky and face." 
Brooke closes the poe• with the saae technique found 
in "One Day," an extended si•ile which is beautiful in 
itself and also adds to the aeaning of the poeao Brooke's 
siaile co•pares his own "•using" over the treasure of 
"scented store" to "a •other who 
Has watched her children all the rich day through Sits, quiet-handed in the fading light, 
When children sleep, ere night. 
Between the lines is a feeling of restful satisfaction 
as if Brooke were saying that at the tiae of his death he 
would have experienced enough to occupy hiaself for 
eternity. There is also the iaplication that the sensual 
•e•oriea he retains are not aerelj ones he has observed. 
Like the •other •using upon her children, he can contea-
plate the •e•ories which he has helped create. It is an 
alaost egotistical attitude. 
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Although Brooke enjoyed epecuJ,ating on and exploring 
the P()'-JCl. I) l 1 i-· f,.- l)1· .. - L l__; ,. • ..,._ . .) ,. .., • rt, i i ·:. e 
concerr1ed wi tl1 the }1er~ ar1d 110w, as sl1own by his aany 
poe•s which deal with the direct effect of nature upon 
hi•. There are traces of egotia• here, too, as critics 
have been eager to point out. Perhaps Brooke was a very 
egotistical person, but it could also be said that he so 
closely identified with the natural pheno•ena that each 
event became a tre•endously personal experience. 
In an early 1907 poe•, "Pine-Trees and the Sky: 
Evening," Brooke tells of the healing power of nature. 
The poea is a straightforward state•ent, yet it is 
slightly artificial in ton~ because there are only two 
rhyaes in the entire twenty lines. However, the organ-
ization is siaple and natural and the poe• as a whole 
•ore personal than it •ight at first appear. 
In the opelling three lines, Brooke sketches in the 
setting, the "sorrow of the evening sky" against the sea 
and the cry of the seagulls. The nine lines which follow 
present his feelings: Love is over and he can never re-
cover "·the good hours, n· so he wishes to die. Then he 
sees the black pine trees against the white sky, nAnd 
there was peace in thea." They bring hill happiness and 
cure his aelancholia. 
In a 1909 poe• "Blue Evening," the basic idea is 
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the ea.ae--an u11haJ)PY lover is soothed by the nature 
around hi•--but tl1e poet's treataent al1ows a defjnite 
refineaent -.11d introduces a.11 ele•ent of fantasy. In tl1ie 
poea Brooke sketches a •ore precise setting of ttApril 
twilight on the river.rt The co•bination of his restless 
state and the "rare gli••er" of twilight introduces the 
fantasy as the setting beco•es ttthe witchery of a dre&110" 
The di• gray buildings have ttfiery windows," (reflecting 
the sunset), and the willows over the streaa against the 
"still ecstatic fading skies" (perhaps ''ecstatic" to 
describe the sunset) see• like "a waiting lo~rer." 
The first fourteen lines present the scene and the 
aood is quiet. However, because the restless poet is 
not in tune with his surroundings, he destroys the aood 
in the ten lines which follow. His "agony" •akes n·the 
willows quiver" and "the pale skies fall apart. '' The 
"shrill stars" express "unaeaning laughter,'' the willows 
weep, and "Hatred'' :follows "Shrilling •adly down the 
breeze." It aay be said, fro• the evidence of a poea like 
"'The Voice," that Brooke thought it was a serious offence 
to destroy a natural aoad through an unpoetic and insen-
sitive reaction. c.1·early, this is his own guilt here 
and he needs soae outside help to rescue hill froa his 
• own cri•e •. 
So Brooke ties the poe• together by re-introducing 
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an eleaent of fantasy and recover111g ti1e peacefl1l aood 
he developed in t}1e beg l1111ir1g of ti1e 1)oea. The tone 
changes sudd et1ly fro• the eaphatic "Shrilling aadly down 
the t)_1~eeze u ( after which one al•ost expects an excla.aation 
point) to r1 In peace fro• tl1e wj~l.d }1~11.rt of cla.•our," and 
suddenly "she" appears, ''A flower in •oonlight. n The 
powerful contrast between the passage in lines fifteen 
through twenty-four and twenty-five through thirty-two 
shows the skillful h~ndling of words and word coabinations 
which is found in Brooke's best poetry. 
The last two stanzas stress peace, quiet, and the 
color white. The lines provide a careful accuaulation of 
details which create the sudden silence. For exa•ple, 
consider the beauty of the sound as well as the iaage 
of Brooke's description of "her" as "rippling down white 
ways of glaaour/Quietly laid on wave and air," and "Her 
feet were silence on the river;/And 'hush!l she said, 
between the boughs." His repetition of whiteness in 
''l'ale flowers wreathed her white, white brows" eaphasizes 
the ethereal quality of the passage. The ending of the 
poea achieves a more unusual effect than si•ply a personal 
response to nature would have given hi•. One could also 
specul.ate that there never was a "she"' to act as catalyst, 
but that the whole experience was a personal one handled 
in a poetic way by a person over-sensitive to natural 
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surround in.gs. 
Tl·1er~ j s no unusual quality in the poea "Flight" 
but it dC'l~R f1 Y~ c· w ~ 1 1 i 1 1 t i • .i. t e r ~ , c t i c) 11 t c1 2 : -. t ll r · e • poet 
pursues l1is flight in rrete~<:ly pw.ceE1" t}1rot1..el1 the cour1try-
side. lie hears "Voices out of tl1e shade" and observes 
"children's play by the wayside, /jmd cotmtry eyes, and 
quiet faces n while "Cool g-.rde.r1ed ho.mes slept in the sun." 
He adJl.its that he could becoae involved with these scenes 
yet, althollgh the precise reason for his flight ie never 
explained, he knows that "a little lonely wind" follows 
hi• and he •ust escape. 
With the "blue vaporous end of day" coaes peace 
and the poet en~ers into the pine-woods for shelter and 
rest. He honors the silence of the woods, not wishing to 
disturb it. When he enters the woods he is "as quiet as 
the night" and around hi• is the nperpetual hush" of the 
pine trees. Finally he hides beneath a "flowering lowly 
bush" in preparation for the night. PresU11ably he is 
-:~safe and glad" but his heart is cold and as. darkness 
co•es he hears the sound "of shaken boughs." 
As in "Blue Evening," Brooke uses verbal repetition 
in line twenty-five of this poea, not so much for e•phasis 
as tQ create~ definite pause, for the reader to feel, 
just as the poet did at that •o•ent, alaost as if he were 
holding his breath and waiting for that "little lonely 
.. . 
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wind" to find h!a. It does find hi• ''aaong t}1e .1.e-.vee" 
and it pr,1vj rJ-,s an outlet for l1ia eaotio!1s. It surrounds 
hi• wit}1 ''r]w.la clouds of scer1ttt arid strokes }1is face eo 
that l1e fa11::J ,sle~p. W}1at tLe J1CJet t:r.i.ed to escape fro• 
eeeaa to be ur1}1a1)PY reflection. liowever, l1e dis covers 
that escape is iapossible, that it is better to face 
unhappiness ~nd be done with the weeping. Brooke chooses 
natural surroundings to express hiaself, probably because 
he walked aany country ailes. It w.s characteristic of 
hia to turn to nature for escape and coafort. 
There is a short poea, "Song," written in 1912, 
which is not particularly coIJI1endable poetically, but 
which does show Brooke's sensitivity to nature. In three 
short four-line stanzas he describes the different effects 
that winter and spring have upon him. There are some nice 
phrases and aoae awkward ones. The value of the poea is 
mainly in the thoughts behind it. 
In winter his heart is "nuab," frozen as the ground 
is hard and dead. Then, "All suddenly the wind comes 
sof't. "' In this season, spring, his heart is like the 
hawthorn hedge. As the hedge "quickens with buds of 
green," so does his heart with "buds of pain." Brooke 
uses this ill.age twice and organizes the poem well ;t,n a 
spring-winter-spring pattern for the three stanzas. 
Soae of his choices of words could have been improved 
10. 
upon, however. Line nine ie particularly awkward because 
of tl1e it1ternal 
except r1ar its al:ready UJlJJolisl1ed ql1-.li ty. 
Brooke enters further into nature in other poems 
which have a aore fanciful aspect because he and the 
natural setting or event becoae fused. This group of 
poeas is aore intense tl1an are tl1e previous triree poems. 
For example, in "Blue Eve11ing" Brooke observes the sunset 
and describes it. In contrast, at the beginning of a 
poea "Lines Written in the Belief that the Ancient RoIJ.an 
Festival of the Dead Was Called .A.abarvalia" Brooke is 
standing on a hill: 
Gold is my heart, and the world's golden, 
And one peak tipped with light; 
And the air lies still about the hill 
With the first fear of night; 
The poet's reaction to a full moon in a 1909 work 
entitled "Sleeping Out: Full Moon" is a highly intense, 
alllost unearthly achievement of ecstasy, very sensual, 
yet unreal. The desire to collilunicate his reaction 
exactly as he feels it prompts Brooke to abandon strict 
fora. He does use rhyme but the metrical aspect is highly· 
irregular •. He do~s use line length to make certain sec-
tions of the poe11 either fast-paced or contemplative. 
At first, Brooke is only a spectator, gazing at the 
full moon, which he describes as a "High and cold".ttqueen, 
high-clr~.u.in,:~ w.nd lonely." The poet feels ae if he is 
to "win/I)he white one f.la.ae" and achieve "the fla.raeleas 
ecs t-.s2,r." Wr1i te is an outstanding color ir1 this poem. 
It is used directly in se\reral p}1r.(t3es: "The }111i te one 
flaae, '' and '1whi te lips of desire." It is also -.chieved 
through other phr41tses: the 1100n is high and "cold," the 
"radiar1ce of wings, n "IJyriad silver truapets," and "the 
mother eyes ••• the lips, of light." It is used to build 
the blinding light of the full moon which surrounds the 
poet to sucl1 an extent that he becones part of it. Yet 
as Brooke is artistically aware of every word, he does not 
merely repeat the word white. He uses other· words and 
phrases to suggest it again and again. 
Brooke's reaction to the experience of the full moon 
makes an intense poem which builds to an ecstatic climax. 
The poea is loosely div~ded into stanzas. The first three 
lines describe the situation--he is alone in the night 
staring at the moon. In the next six lines he criticizes 
the sleepBrs, evidently those to whom a full moon means 
· nothing. He also begins to express what he feels is in 
a full moon: 
•o••••the world's low sighing 
With 'desire, with yearning, 
To the fire unburning, 
To the heatless fire, to the flameless-ecstasy! ••• 
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wi tl1 "-t ruaour and a radJa.nce of wtrige "above hiII. I11 the 
last twelve lines ther~ is a description of the inter-
action between tl1e 1:1oet ,11d ti·1~ :f1111 1100n. It is a 
sensual reaction w}1ic}1 goes beyond tr1e p}1ysical F>ensea. 
At first, as "All the earth grows fire" for the poet 
"White lips of desire/Bi"USh cool on the forel1ead, croon 
slUIJberous things." But "friendly l1ands" help the poet. 
up "through the praise/Of ayriad silver trU11pets '' to 
"all glory, to all gladness, to the infinite height" of 
the full moon. What the poet experiences and coI1I.1unicates 
is a highly elevated personal reaction. 
In the previous poea, Brooke uses personification 
of a natural phenomenon when he addresses the moon as 
"O. queen" and describes her "aother eyes" so that the 
moon becomes a coabination of a mother and a aistresse 
In · "Day That I Have Loved, "" the day assUIJ.es f eainine , . 
qualities which are an important aspect of this poem. 
However, in contrast to 1tSleeping Out: Full Moon," this 
poem does not describe an ecstatic experience. It is a 
• leisurely lyrical description of t""*light and the coaing 
of night. Here, Brooke uses a regular rhyme pattern and 
slow-moving metrical hexameter lines for seven four-line 
stanzas. Even with the contrast between the two poems, 
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•Day That I Have Loved" ia as personal ae Brooke's 
experience with the full moon. 
The poeu OJJens ir1 twilight with gray ae the dominant 
color. The day h...s died and the poet 8aoothes the "quiet 
brow" and folds t}1e "t11in dead }1a11ds," then carries his 
"light burden" to the "shrouded sands" where a boat will 
bear the day "outward." Nowhere in the poem does Brooke 
refer to the day specifically as a woaan. That ia.presaion 
seems to lie behind his description, particularly in 
lines seventeen through twenty which tell of the coaing 
of day: 
(We found you pale and quiet, and strangely 
crowned with flowers, 
Lovely and secret as a child. Y'ou caae to us, 
Came happily, hand in hand with the young dancing 
High on the downs at dawn!) hours, 
While the poet describes the funeral of day, he creates 
an atmosphere which is lyrically beautiful. the sands 
are "shrouded" as the ngrey veils of the half-light 
deepen.tt The funeral boat is r-tMist-garlanded" with 
"wreaths of the sea's making" and "grey weeds.u It 
floats over the "unmoving sea, without a sound" rowed by 
"faint hands." The whole effect is of an unearthly 
twilight as only someone of poetic sensitivity could see 
a natural event. 
Since Brooke is describing the progress of twilight 
to darkness, he cannot ignore the sunset. To keep the 
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tone ,nd riooci of tl1e poem conninttlnt.ly qttiet and subdued, 
in the life of day whicl1 is 11ot ,s ir111c)rt-.r1t as tr1e riisty 
funeral boat's proeress. The sunset is the "flame ulti-
mate c)n the deep, n "the last fire, tf Rnd "the long way's 
red ending." .But it is not a dr .. a~tic er1dJng. 
In the last two stanz~s of the poea, the poet turns 
away froIJ the sea and the "grey sands." He is aware of 
the fr .. grance "of June and clover," "From the inland 
aeadows," and that the night ttfills/The hollow sea's 
dead face with little creeping shadows." He briefly 
describes the appearance of the moon as a ~white silence" 
which "brias the hollow of the hills." Although he is 
very close to the day and its end, he cannot change the 
course of nature. The best he can do is to reaeaber the 
joy of day and face the reality that "the Night is here!" 
Knowing of his intense reactions to the full moon, it 
seems that at the end of this poem he is glad to turn 
away from the sadness of the funeral of day, content in 
his memories and e.ag.er to share the different atmosphere 
of nighto 
ttT}ie Jolly Company," written in the same year as the 
two previous poeaa, personifies the stare as "merry coI1-
rades" in a "white coitpanionship." It is a simple poem, 
definitely a minor one, but it again shows Brooke to be 
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personally involved with nature. He does not merely 
de o c J' 'i b e t l 1 e t t t w. r· e ; r1 e id e 11 t i f i ~ e:1 s o cl o s e ly w 1 t }1 the II 
that he understa.11ds them. 
There are tJ1ree stanzas of rhyraed iambic tetrameter. 
In the fir·st star1z ... , tl1e lonely poet envies the stars' 
love, f~ith, and radiant friendship. In the second stanza 
he becoaes more thoughtful, realizing that even God 
"11.ay laugh to see/The happy crowds," unaware of the 
lonely "wilder·ness" between the stars. Brooke's attitude 
is egotistical, for in the final stanza he says that he 
reaeabers and pities those "who, with lonely light/In 
empty infinite spaces dwell,/Disconsolate." Yet he shows 
how completely involved he is in understanding their lone-
liness as he listens to their "thin. gnat-voices cry •• o 
across the sky." 
It is obvious from Brooke's poetry that the night 
held a gre~t fascination for him. In a 1913 sonnet, 
"·Clouds," he writes of his observations on clouds in ,.the 
blue night," a time when 11cist people watch the moon or 
the stars. The octave is a description of wthe unending . 
coltlJJns" which ttpress/In noiseless tumult," below "the 
white I1oon's hidden loveliness." Brooke does not person-
ify the clouds as fully as he did the stars in the 
previous poem. He does describe their movements as being 
faintly human, however. · They are "unending columns" 
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which "tread the far South." And 
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Unlike "The Jolly Coripa11y," tl1e purpose of this poem 
is not aerely to provide a description of an asr)ect of 
nature. In the sestet, Brooke uses his observation of the 
clouds to illustrate one of his thoughts on life after 
death. Perhaps the dead, like the clouds, "ride the calll 
mid-heaven" watching "lien, coaing and going on earth." 
The most outstanding aspect of the poea is not the ideas 
it contains, for they are a small coI1I1.ent in the realm 
of Brooke's thoughts, nor is it the fact that the sonnet 
is compact in its organization. It is line twelve which 
makes the sonnet noteworthy; there Brooke describes the 
dead riding aid-heaven "In wise aajestic melancholy :lrain. "· 
That line SU1111arizes aany of Brooke's ideas on death. 
The dead attain knowledge, the realization that there is 
a great sadness in man and that all the world is not 
"good." The dead are aelancholy because they are power-
less to help aan; they may only observe, as do the clouds. 
Perhaps Brooke felt that he, too, was.unable to cure the 
futility of life. All he could do was poetically comment 
upon the ultimate sadness. 
The pessimistic attitude of "Clouds" was one"side ·of 
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Brooke's personality. More often he exprefiaed hie 
profcJund joy in life a.nd nat11re .s ~~;howr1 j.n n"rl1e Bld 
Vicarage, Grantchester." In this lengthy poem, written 
while in 1lerlin, he uses nature to describe his longing 
for lifl'! in 1i-rantchester. In the first twenty-three 
lines, he tries to console hiaself with the beauty he 
has in Berlin, lilacs in blooa, carnations and pansies 
in the flower beds, and tulips that "blooa as they are 
told," unlike the "English unofficial rose." But his 
thoughts are drawn to Grantchester where chestnuts aake 
a "tunnel of green glooa" above the "green and deep" 
"stre.-JI aysterious," whose "shadowed waters fresh/Lean up 
to eabrace the naked flesh." Soon he is totally lost to 
Grantchester where 1tSoae, it may be, can get in touch/ 
With Nature there, or Earth, or such." 
The next thirty-eight lines describe Grantchester 
and some of the local legends ot ghostly foI'Iler inhabi-
tants. It is a place where 
I only know that you may lie 
Day long and watch the Cambridge sky, 
And flower-lulled in sleepy grass, 
Hear the cool lapse of hours pass, 
Until the centuries blend and blur 
In Grantchester, in Grantchester ••• 
In the forty-foUJ; lines following, Brooke praises England 
in general, then Cambridgeshire, 1and most of all Grant-
I 
chester itself. He describes the faults of the people in 
other hamlets and the perfections of the inhabitants of 
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Grantchester. 
In tl1e 1-.st twenty-six lines }1e recalls the 11atural 
~ 
beauty wl1ich appeals to -.11 l1is senses ar1d wc1r1ders if it 
is still there. He longs to see "the branches stir/Across 
the rioon," smell the "unforgettable ••• River-sr1ell, '' and 
hear ''the breeze/Sobbing in the little trees." It is as 
if he fears that this place of perfection would all be 
changed in his absence. 
Obviously no one would expect one hundred and forty-
one lines to have the concentration of one of Brooke's 
sonnets. This is a rambling poem of memories, written 
• ,,. 
as Brooke sat in the Cafe des Westens observing spring-
time in Berlin. He tries briefly to identify with nature 
in Berlin, but his heart and soul are in Grantchester. 
In the German heat he dreams of bathing in cool English 
streams. The Germans are drinking beer and he thinks 
about dew on the grass in a golden E.nglish I1orning. He 
abandons coaparisons and contemplates &rantchester in 
general and then the particular beauties he loves, the 
people and the places and each aspect of nature. It is 
a poem which shows how close and receptive Brooke was 
to the English nature he loved, even when he was far 
away fro11 ito 
With the exception of the war sonnets, •Grantchester1t 
and ttThe Great Lover" are Brooke's best known poems. 
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In both h~ deecribeA at length the things he loves. 
Yet, w11J },t9' ''i1:z",r1 tc}1~r.; t~ru if-l a tot-.J l~l r16r1efJt JJC)eri which 
de t w. i 1 s a .r) l , c e }1 ~ j Et \' e 1" y }1 o JJ e A i ck for , tt TJ1 e Gr e, t 
Lover" begins with a pose of magnificence, building the 
first twenty-five lines to a grand climax which never 
occurs. The thirty lines Brooke uses to rel~te his 
"loves" are as honest as those in "Grantchester." And 
the ending of the poea is Brooke's thoughts on a possible 
exista.nce after death. 
Brooke seriously tried to underaine the sentimen-
tality of the second section by the anti-clirlax of the 
first twenty-five lines. However, despite his extrava-
gant pose, the thirty lines which describe his loves are 
the outstanding aspect of the poemo They illustrate the 
poetts delight in the aany saall elements of his closeness 
to nature. He lists, for exaraple, ''Wet roofs, beneath 
the lamplight, n· rainbows, wood-s11.oke, flowers, clouds, 
fire, spring water, sand and waves, trees, and "'shining 
pools on grass. n: The iaages are 11asculine and ~ppeal to 
all of the senses: The sight of "the keen/Unpassioned 
beauty of a great machine," and ~live hair that is/ 
Shining and free;tt the touch of "the cool kindness of 
·sheets," and "the rough riaJ.~ kiss/Of blankets;" the 
SI1ell of "'the blue bitter smoke of wood," and "·The good 
s11ell of old clothes;" the sound of "Sweet water's -
so. 
r 
dim1:1lJng lau,~}1 fror1 tap or apri11g," and "voices that do 
sing;" tl-1e t..i.ste cJf ''t}1e strc1ng crust/Of f1"iendly bread; 
and many tasting food." 
In tl1e last part of the poem he ad.Iii ts that hie 
loves ~re r1ot ia11ort~l ,rid c~r1r1ot ~ccor1pany him in Dea th. 
Yet he leaves tl1e wish that soraed-..y they will bear 
testinony to his passion for them. 
There is a definite difference in tone between the 
three parts of this poea, ~nd one can only assume that 
it was intentional. The lofty pose of the first part, 
where Brooke hopes to "be reaeabered for a siar/That 
outshone all the suns of all aen's days" is an attempt 
to aake his audience believe he is not totally sincere, 
perhaps he was afraid he might be accused of sentillen-
tality in the second part. There were aany other tines 
in his life when he assUI1ed a pose to hide his true feel-
ings and the practice is evident here. 
A second point to consider is that two years 
previously he had wJ?i tten ''Grantchester" and he realized 
the nec.essi ty for variety in hi.s writing. The second 
l 
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part of ttThe G.rea:t Lover" reminds one of parts of "Grant-/ 
chester." He wrote both poeas away from the England he 
loved and continually coapared·with other.places. Yet the 
iaabic tetraaeter of "Grantchester" is a Ilore casual 
- ~ 
rhythII than the iambic pei+ttaaeter of ''The Great Lover." 
Bl •. 
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Another contrast is that the 111at~ee in "Gra11tchester" 
"loves" ir1 "rrlie t}reat Lovern are or1l~y r1rub.tbly .E11glisl1. 
In considering the last section of "~rl1e Gre.t Lover,• 
it is iaportant to rer1e11ber that this poe11 was written 
froa the South Seas. Other poeras wrftten at this tirae 
were "Taire Tahiti," "Heaven," "lI~w1tings, 0 "S0nr1et" 
(.Psychical Research), "Clouds," and ":Mutability," a.nd 
- in all of these poe11s Brooke was thinking about various 
kinds of life after death. "The Great Lover" is actually 
a collection of aany eleaents of Brooke hiaself--his 
reluctance to admit the depth of his feelings, his love 
of England, and his continual ponderings over life after 
death. 
It has been said that Brooke was an egotistical 
person, concerned with his physical appearance as well 
as his ability to be a master over his own life and all 
others who came in contact with hia. There is evidence 
of his egotism in his poems, particularly a group of 
poems wherein he alaost seems to pla~ God by stopping 
the action and describing one moment in time. 
Two of the earliest poeas in thi.s group are realistic 
pictures of a moment in Brooke's life. He chose the 
sonnet form for each poem, although as usual he did not: 
use a conventional rhyme scheme. The 1907 ,~onnet "Dawn'* 
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describes, as a note before the poem specifies, a second 
quality of l1is moraent.try f4i tuatJon. His w.ik:efulneas is 
a cor1traet to the "two Geraans" opposite hi.Ia who ttsweat 
and snore." 
The second poer1, "Seaside," written in 1908, is one 
of those which Hassall lists among Brooke ts best sonnets. 
Hassall describes the poea as "a piece of verse which 
could only have been conceived by a natural poet" and 
says that "it expresses ••• a 110I1.ent of awareness in a 
co!lllonplace situation. 1132 Clearly this is an improvement 
over "Dawn" in which Brooke does not conteaplate anything 
more poetic than his own boredom. 
In the octave of "Seaside" the poet is "drawn night-
ward" "on the edge of silence." He has left the "friendly 
lilt of the band,/The crowd's good laughter, the loved 
eyes of 11en," to stand by the "old, unquiet ocean. '1 
f 
Behind the poea is the feeling that his sensitive nature 
more closely identifies with the mysterious evening than 
with the happy crowd. 
The sestet shows how complete the identification 
;~· is. The soul of the poem lies in lines nine through 
eleven: 
••••••••• In the deep heart of ae 
..... 
~.. 0 
The sullen waters swell towards the moon, 
And all r1:,' tide;J set seaward. 
He says that }1e is wai tir1g for "a sign," but 1 t does not 
come at the moment of the poem. Instead, he is diverted 
by 
••••••. a gay fragrient of so~e ~ocking tune, 
That tinkles ,ncl la1.ie::l1s and f,des ;,tlong the sand 
_4,nd dies between the seav,all and tl1e sea. 
The poea expresses his alienation froa tl1e cormon man 
who belongs to the ttcrowd's good laughter" and his aware-
ness that the poetic soul aust "stray alone." It IJay be 
a touch of egotisa that the poet exists above the coW1on 
crowd. Bu~ the poea seeas too sincere for egotisno It 
shows that it is frightening to be alone and open, wait-
ing to realize soae deep truth about life. 
The poem "In Examination" was written in the same 
C, 
year as "Seaside," yet it describes a moment of fantasy 
rather than realism. It also stands in contrast to 
"Seaside" because it is one of Brooke's least disciplined 
poems. It has no precise metrical pattern and the rhyme 
scheme is highly irregular. T·o counteract the impression 
of complete artlessness, Brooke makes use of internal 
rhyme, alliteration, and assonance. 
The poem describes a moment when the commonplace 
situation of fellow students taking an exam is transformed~ 
into an unearthly vision of angels. The event is related 
84. 
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as tl1e poet abaerves the detaile of this unusual 
occt1r·r'e11c~. FirE,t, tl1e slu1 comi11g in through the window 
dazzles tl1e poet wi tl1 its ''rnisty gold" and the "golden 
glorJ'" fills the entire room. The poet turns to see the 
"Th1ll ble-.r-eyed scribbling fools" around him suffused 
witl1 "holy ligl1t," "haloed," made young and wise, and 
"White-robed,,, "Each as a God." The poet is able to do 
more than observe this phenomenon. He can hear" a full 
tumu1tous murmur of wings," He can perceive "the white 
undying Fire," perhaps the very depth of the experience 
because he can see angels and "a Face unshaded." But 
that experience is too great to prolong for any mortal, 
even a poet. ~e light fades, the moment passes, and he 
sees only scribbling "foolstt again, fools who have no 
knowledge of what he has just experienced. 
The egotism is apparent, for the poet is the only 
one privileged to observe the momentary fantasy. Perhaps 
it was written with a slightly tongue-in-cheek attitude, 
for its highhandedness reminds one of the first passage 
in tt·The ~reat Lover."· .Perhaps it was merely a poetie. 
exercise wri~ten in a moment of scholarly boredom. 
However, in spite of its doubtfully serious nature, the 
poem does show that Broo.ke set himself above the "Du.11, 
blear-eyed scribbling fools"· around himo 
In 1910 Brooke wrote two poems in which he used a 
85. 
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cinematic technique of making time pause for a moment's 
detailed obeerv-. tior10 T!1e poems tr1en1seJ_ves clisclose a 
contrast in su.bj~ct matter, for~ "T11e (}ocldess in the Wood" 
describes a moment of pure fantasy, while "Dining-Room 
Tea" concer11s a realistic moment in .Brooke 'a life. 
The sonnet "The Goddess in the Wood," is a brief 
picture of Venus' discovery of the body of Adonis. (One 
may assume that the poem refers to this incident in the 
phrase nthe human lover.") The octave contains the moment 
when the action momentarily ceases. Venus stands in "a 
flowered dell ••• Amazed with sorrow.r' She hears "one/ 
Far golden horn" sound and die in the distance, then all 
movement pauses. "Life, one eternal·)- instant rose in 
dream/Clear out of time." 
In the sestet, a "swift terror" breaks the stillness 
and Venus looks on the death of her "human lover. •t There 
is no specific reason given for the pause in movemento 
One could speculate that the death of her lover was so 
tragic that time stood still when she discovered his 
body. The emphasis upon golden imagery(''golden horn in 
the gold of trees and sun," "a golden height," and "·golden 
waves u) ·stresses the difference between the immortal 
Venus and her mortal. lover~ Yet even Venus is powerless 
to prevent death. Though either she or the t·ragedy of 
his death makes tim_e pause, she must, in the 11ext 
\· 
'\ 
......... 
moment, face tl1e reaJ_ity of i1is death. 
made casual by tl1e rhymed couplets of i...mbic tetrameter, 
describe a commor1 scene in Brooke' B life, an evening 
gatl1ering with friends for t ea and conversation. As in 
the poems "Seaside rt and ''In Ex.unination," Brooke as the 
poet-author is somewhat removed from the gaiety. He is 
"Laughing and looking, one of all," yet he also says that 
his friends are "Improvident and unmemoried." "Proud in 
their careless transience." 
From his point of observation he is first concerned 
with details. He watche~ the "Quivering lamplight fall/ 
On plate and flowers and pouring tea," and the laughing 
faces above them. Then his gaze focuses upon one person, 
who seems to be a woman, outstanding for her "innocence." 
And in the immortal moment, movement ceases. The details 
he previously glanced at are described again in their 
immobile state. The cup is "marble," the tea "an amber 
stream." The lamplight sleeps on eyes, lips, and hair. 
Words and laughter are still. 
But Brooke does~not merely observe this unusual 
event. He is privileged by a moment. of special know-
ledge and sight: 
-
One instant I, an instant, knew 
As God knows all. And it and you 
I, above Time, oh blind! could see 
1. 
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In witless immortality. 
More speci:fically, ,b.is elimpse of immortality centers 
upon the special person in the room, upon her "m,gnifi-
cence." What he describes is not a great feeling of 
love in relation to this person, but rather a worshipful 
tribute, as if he were setting this person upon a private 
pedestal. It is almost as if he has just realized how 
special this person is. So the moment of stopped action 
becomes a valuable moment of sudden knowledgeo 
Time moves again; he is unable to prolong the moment. 
And as in the poem "In Examination," Brooke is unable to 
communicate his own experience to the mere mortals around 
him or even to tell that special person of her "eternal 
holiness." As :frhe poem ends, he seems once again to accept 
his special ability and knowledge and he is content to 
rejoin the laughter and the happiness around hjm. 
The most interesting poem in this group is "The 
Night Journey," which Brooke wrote in 1913. G. Wilson 
Knight labels the poem IIBrooke's total metaphysic, nobly 
stated."33 He must assume that his reader is familiar 
with the metaphysical movement, for he never develops his 
statement. Hassall does not mention metaphysics. He 
pr-efers to relate the poem to contemporary thought, 
specifi.oally that of Strindberg, and he refers to a 
portion of Brooke ts own speech to the Cambridge "Heretics" 
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.• Soci~ty on tl1e contemr,cJr~ry theatre. Haesall para-
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who l1ad taught us tr1.i.t l1uman beings ,re driver1, U1)coz1-
aciouely, l1elplessly, by a power infi11i tely greater than 
tl1ernnel;.res ••• w}""1icl1 111-.kes it cle~r that Strindberg, no 
less tr1-.r1 lJer·sonal experience, m.ide his contribution to 
the poem 'The Night Journey.'"34 
The first two of the seven stanzas describe the 
beginning of the train's journey. The poet's personal 
identification with the train is apparent, for he sees 
in lines three through five 
Beyond the great-swung arc o' the roof, divine, Night, smoky-scarv'd, with thousand colored eyes Glares the imperious mystery of the way. 
He feels the movement of "the long-limbed train" as it. 
gathers motion and strength. 
The soul of the poem lies in st~nzas three through 
five. In.a single sentence, Brooke uses his poetic craft 
to convey the increasing speed of the train while '1 .. t the 
same time he relates the night journey to ••a man, caught. ~ 
by some great hour." The man moves "'slow-limbed n at 
first "to meet the light or find his love." Pushed on 
~s S11rindberg's heroes "by a will not histt he goes 
"Unstumbling, unreluctant, strong, unknowing," ttgather- ,_i 
ing power an~ purpose as he goes." Finally "triu.mphing 
in his goal'' he joyfully realizes "There is an end 
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appointed, 0 my soul!" 
The poem is unique among Brooke's works for no 
otl1er pc)~n1 ex1Jlores tl1e concept of m.-.n movecl by ~ un-
known force. In his poems Brooke writes subjectively 
of the ways of love, explores his ideas on religion and 
life after death, and reclaims memories of the simple 
life and friendships that held meaning for him. It is 
possible to define the poem as metaphysical in a general 
way, as G. Wilson Knight has done. Brooke was intimately 
acquainted with the works of John Donne and influenced 
by them. However, to say that Brooke intended to write 
a metaphysical poem makes 1tThe Night Journey" more 
complicated than it actually is. Perhaps it is more 
accurate to characterize the poem as philosophical, for 
Brooke was on the verge of exploring a vast concept about 
life. If man is moved by a great will outside of him-
self, is this o,nly in "·some great hour" or is it true 
about all of his life? Does he move himself to the great 
hour and then lose his control? Although the poem ranks 
high among Brooke's verse, it merely presents a concept 
which merited further exploration. 
The last line of stanza five and the concluding 
stanzas return to the original subject as the train moves 
into the night. Yet Brooke does unite the concept of 
the great will with the train. First he describes the 
,.- . ., 90. 
"crimson and green" of the signals, a specific visual 
im,t::~ to r·ec)1 .. i ~r1t l1it:; I"earl~r. He tr1~11 abar1dons viel1al 
im at:~ e f:3 a t3 t 1 .le tr .J. i. r1 moves out int C) t} ~ e r·, ~ c 1 qr:; i or t <) f d w. r k-
n es s "Lost unto God. u iiow he a11d }1is fellc1w tr;..veJ.ers 
are ttGrown one with will," as "The sounde of the world 
die" and the train becomes an entity and a world in 
1 ts elf. lie repeats t'will '' and "purpose" from J_ines 
fourteen and twelve in this last section to unite the 
force moving man with the train. In this way, the separate 
images of the train and a man powered by a great will 
become interchangeable and removed from the world. The 
poet, too, is united with the two images for, like the 
train, "Into the night, and on,/The strength and splendour 
of our purpose swings." The union is complete at the end 
of the poem, as the train travels through the night. 
T.he concluding phrase "We are alone" symbolizes Brooke's 
feelings of alienation from the common man. The sentence 
also emphasizes the idea that the train has become a world 
in itself for Brooke, for the poet who possesses a unique 
awareness of a commonplace situation. 
The final group of poems t.o rbe examined consists 
of the war sonnets, the five poems whi·eh Brooke wrote 
in 1914 during his first experiences in World War I. 
They are probably the most famous and~' ·.certainly the most 
popular works in his entire collection. While they do 
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have some literQry merit, they are not Brooke's greatest 
backgrotmcl against wl1icl1 they we1'e w:ri tter1. 
Those who are able to view the whole of the war in 
a realistic perspective often forget that Brooke did not 
have tl1is· opportunity, and tl1ey are apt to label his 
attitude as "merely sentimental," or as a "lingering 
heroic dream evoRed by schoolboy memories" of the classics. 
Our attitude towards war is "no longer young or na..i.:ve," 
whereas in the responses to war in 1914 there was the 
"innocence of youth on the threshold of a new age."35 ( 
"Many men who enlisted in that war felt they were fighting 
not only for age-old concepts but also for the sake of 
changing the world and shaping a new destiny.rt36 
The author of the comn1ents quoted above, George 
Andrew Panichas, edited a collection of essays about the 
war of 1914-1918. His selections include several first-
hand accounts from men who fought in and survived World 
War Io These remarks further emphasize the mood ot the 
times. For example, in the essay "A Doctor's War" Sir 
Geoffrey Keynes explains that 
Young people of my age had lived through the late Victorian and Edwardian times with a sense of complete physical security, and most of us had never given a thought to the possibility of our being involved in a European war •••• ''War•t did not suggest unnamed horrors but to a young surgeon 
·,. 
·, 
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meant usefltl employrn~nt in his own 
pr O f e EJ [1 i o Zl \./} 1 j 1 ~ d () .i. 11 ( r ! l i f; b c > 111 l d en 
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Bas i ]_ 't'/ i 11 e y- , i 11 11 i fl e s ca.:/ " .1\ Sc r1 o o 1 boy in the War , " 
recalls "It was from tr1is cle~p secu1 .. i ty--if yoti 1-Lke tl1ia 
fool's paradise--that we who were too young to know better 
were suddenly pitchforked into the holocaust ••• that wave 
of p-1.triotic idealism wl1ich sent the flower of our young 
manhood, with a song in the heart, to its destruction.'' 
(pp. 323-324) 
Robert Graves, in his essay "The Kaiser's War," 
remarks "When the newspaper plac~ ..rds on August 4, 1914 
read: ENGLAND DECLARES WAR ON GERMANY there was no prouder 
nation in the world than ours."(p.4) 
Brooke himself wrote many letters to his friends 
at home which explain in detail his feelings about the 
war and his reactions to the various scenes he observed. 
In a letter to Cathleen Nesb:i tt he admitted that his 
exposure to trench warfare was limited, but he felt that 
what he experienced had some value: 
It-' s queer ,to see the people who do break 
under the strain of danger and responsi-
bilityo It's always the rotten ones. 
Highly sensitive people don't, queerly 
enough. "Nuts, " do. I was relieved t.o 
find I was incredibly brave! I don't 
know how I should behave if shrapnel 
was bursting on me and knocking the men 
round me to piecesa But for risks and 
nerves and fati~e I was all right. 
That's cheering.37 
g:,. 
In another letter to Catl1leen he deec1~ibed an air-
plw..r1fl!: "'Or1ce OJ" twice -. lovely glit terin.,~ ,eroJJ l~ne, 
very r1igh up, would go over us; and tr1en tl1e ~:~l1r,f1r1el 
would be turr1ed on it, and a dozen q11iet little curls of 
white smoke wo11ld appear round the ere a ture--the whole 
thing like a German woodcut, very quaint and graceful 
and ur1real. ' 11 38 
Although Brooke wrote many letters to Miss Nesbitt, 
he carefully omitted details which he felt might alarm 
or distress her. However, Brooke found a less limiting 
audience in his American friend, the poet Leonard Bacon, 
to whom he wrote a complete and realistic account of hie 
reaction to the war and of the horrors he observed. 
The passage is worth quoting entirely becuase it illus-
trates Brooke's realistic view and shows that he was not 
merely a patriotic idealist. 
It hurts me, this war. Because I was fond 
of G·ermany. There are such good things in her, 
and I'd always hoped she'd get away from Prussia 
and the oligarchy in time. If it had been a 
mere war between us and them I'd have hated 
fighting. But I'm glad to be doing it for 
Belgium. That's what it breaks the heart to 
s~e and hear of. I marched through Antwerp, 
deserted, shelled, and burning one night, and 
saw ruined houses, dead men and horses: and 
railway-trains with their lines taken up and 
twisted and flung down as if a child had been 
-playing with a toy. And the whole heaven and 
earth wa.s lit up by the glare ~<'from the great 
lakes and rivers of bUlflling petrol, hills and 
spires of flam.e. · That was like Hell, a 
Dantesque Hell, terrible. But tnere--and 
94. 
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_,,, J_ na t i o r1 b e e 11 t 1-- eat e c1 l i 1{ e t} 1 a i~ ? :\..11 cl }1 ow can such a stain 1Je wiped out? Well, we're doing our best. Give us what prayers or cheers you can. It's a great life, fighting, while j_t lasts. The eye grows clearer c1nc1 tr1e l1eart. But it's a bloody tl1in.g, l1alf the youth of Europe blo,m tl1rough pain to 11otr1ingness, in the incessant mechanical sl~ughter of these modern battles~ I can only marvel at human endurance.3~ 
The five sonnets which Brooke wrote in the two monthe 
following the Antwerp Expedition(October 1914) have drawn 
more critical comment tha-n all the rest of his poetry. 
With the exception of Christopher Haesall, theee comments 
are merely general statements of critical attitude. There 
are two schools of thought: one praises the sonnets as 
a sincere expression of personal and public feeling; 
the second school feels that the sonnets were a very 
temporary phase of idealism for Brooke. Neither aide 
explores the poems in any detail. 
In the first group of critics, there were many who 
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made totally uncritical etatement8, like Sir Shane 
Leelie in a r~view of Has~all'e biography. He deecribed 
Brooke as ''};11gland 'e David challenging the German Gol-
iath with l1is :five son11ete nlu11e like peti11les from the 
River Cam.»4° Fortru1~tely for Brooke there have been 
critics who are leas infatuated with their own golden 
proee. Several months after Brooke'e death, Lloyd R. 
Morris wrote a review for Independent in which he said 
that Brooke's sonnet sequence "Will live as the perfect 
expression of the soul of a nation awakened to self-
coneciouanea~ in the lour of it 'e trial.• Morrie aleo 
believed that the sonnets were a very personal creation, 
for Brooke had "matured in spirit, found himself,"4l in 
his expression o.f traditional English patrioti~m. Two · 
other critice agree with Morrie' ppinion that the sonnet~ 
represented an improvement in Brooke •·e poetry. A.a. Ward 
said that "On the evidence of the Collected Poems it 
would be rash to describe him ae a great poet; yet the 
1914 sonnets hint at a growing 'high seriousness' which 
might have matched hie sense of melody with a measure 
of sustaining thought.tt42 Arthur Stringer, in hie 
-
biography of Brooke, commented that tt,only two things, 
beyond all the adolescent indecision and miedirection, 
remained sacred with him. One was his Mother England; 
the other was.the art to which he dedicated his young 
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life. And it tc.)ok a ·world t•"'ar to eave }1im rrom the 
di t f . . . t "4 3 eae er o 111P 111c~r·.1 ''./. 
A more reali~tic opinion of the eonnete ie expreeeed 
by the critic~ wl10 l''e-.Jized how brief Brooke'e patriotic 
idealisn1 would li vecl. E.J. Dent, in 
The Cambridge Iv:ar;,zir1e called it "tgroteequely tragic•" 
that Brooke died 
"juet after a eudden and rather fae~itioue 
celebrity had bee11 obtained tJ~,r ~ few poeme 
which, beautiful ;.1.s tr1ey are in tec}111ir1ue 
and expression, re lJJ·e r~ e:n -t ec1 } 1j_rn i11 ;;i pl1~s e 
th~t co11ld only J1ave 1Jee1t ten11Joraryo 1'TO 
Englishman can ever eradj_ca te tl1e 11:il. tional 
tendency to romc111ticis1n •••• In tl1e first sl1ock 
of the moment th~t romanticism he so hated 
became uppermost."44 
Geoffrey Keynes added the idea that wr1en Brooke returned 
from the South Seas he was still the "youthful idealist" 
and ae ignorant about "what war really meant" a~ the reet 
of the nation. The combination t'tricked him into accep-
ting (the war) with the lyrical enthusiasm of the War 
Sonnets compoeed in the last monthe of 1914. It wae the 
mood of the moment and it would have turned into dieillu-
~ionment and revulsion had he lived."45 
There were even some critics who stated that the ~on-
nete ~l1ould not be critically evaluated. A reviewer of 
New Numbers in the ~imee Literary Supplement wrote 
tt.'It is impoeeible to shred up th.is beauty for the 
purpoee of criticiBm. Theee eonnets are pereonal--never 
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were eonnete more pereonal Aince Sidney died--~nd yet 
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eonr1et~ "received eo muc}1 addi tio11al poignancy by the 
death of the author that it ie difficult, and perhape 
un de ~ 5 r .i bl e t o j tl. cl g e the rn as CJ b j e c t .L ,re w o 1"' ~k ~ of art • 
They are eBsen tia.lly no1Jle -.nd ~ incere, speaking from 
the depth~ of high-hearted ~elf-sacrifice." 47 
Brooke himeelf left few comment~ on hie nio~t famou.8 
. ' 
poeme. In a reply to Sybil Pye who had praised hie 
eonnet~ he wrote: 
"It took me an awful long time to hammer them 
out: you can't think. I think reading in 
wartime's right enough, but writing require~ 
a longer period of serenity, a more certainly 
undisturbed subconscious. If our subconscious'e 
turbulent, one's draught from it is opaque. 
Witneea the f'iret three f:lonneta." 
Yet, elsewhere he claimed to have written the fifth eonnet, 
"The Soldier,u in an hour and he felt that it watJ 
"'fairly good.,n48 
Knowing something about Brooke's pereonality before 
the war, it ie undoubtedly accurate to say that the war 
·· sonnet a were a temporary phaee of thought. Ywt in thie 
brief period of patriotic fervour, Brooke wae definitely 
sincere and it ie only fair to the poet to evaluate the 
sonnets asworke of art worthy of critical consideration. 
The firet sonnet, "Peace," expreaeee the idea of the 
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nobility of youth'e involvement. Technically there ie 
no tl1i ng u.1111 :-11al or 11otewc) rt}1y about ti1~ form 1 tee l f. 
Bro o k e d c, e ~ ern pl c) y R ()me r o e t i c fr e ~ d n n1 ~~ i tr! i L 
and include~ six lir1e5 wi tl1 ferni11ir1e er1di11t,se. 
The importance o~ the poem lie~ in the ideae it 
expreases. In tl1e octave, the poet tha:r1k:s God, "Who 
hae matched ue with Hi~ hour," that yollth }1-.e "w.i.kened" 
from the pettiness of everyday life to find a glorioue 
new purpose. Brooke once wrote to Cathleen I'1eebi tt 
"'~e central purpo~e of my life, the aim and end of it, 
now, the thing God want~ of me, ie to get good at beating 
German~.'" Here, Brooke incorporatee hie per~onal feeling 
/ into a univereal etatement of the thoughte of youth in 
general, of "ue" rather than of "me." There ie aleo the 
idea of a general purging of the noble youth, for they 
are "ae ew]mmers into cleannees leaping," away from ''·a 
world grown old and cold and weary." 
The aeatet is definitely awkward, particularly in the 
firet line where either "Oh!."" or the repetition of "'we" 
eeem totally unneceeaary. The linee themeelves are rather 
broken, not poetically amooth. Admittedly, thie ia not 
one of Brooke' e beet sonnete. But ·it doee expreese 
another significent idea. Haseall commented that "Brooke 
never glorified war, as eome have euppoeed, but he cele-
brated in exultation the diecovery of a moral purpose."49 
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In the ~~~est~t l1e aclrn"i ts that tl1e end of involvement 
cou.ld ve1"'·:/ well be nagor1y" -.11d 3u t tl1c> fJ e wl10 
are i11vol ved are released from "shame. t• And it is 
eignificent that .Brooke ends the poem stressing that 
"the worst friend ~r1d er1erny is but De~tho u The discovery 
of a }1igr1 mor,l purpose was most import-.nt to him. 
The second sonnet, "Safety,'' explains the idea of 
death being tl1e ultimate safety, the "hid security." 
The octave introduces tl1e idea and explains that there is 
a certain "safetyu or union "i1i th all things undying:" 
The winds, and morning, tears of men and mirth, 
The deep night, and birds singing, and clouds flying, And sleep, and freedom, and the ~utumnal earth. 
Brooke seems to be saying that the soldiers, those 
noble patriots of Mather Eng1and, are the "most blestu 
and included in his "we" of the poem. It is they, includ-
ing himself, who are safe, almost holy, because of their· 
patriotic involvement. In the octave he even gives them 
an jmmortality and a holy peace. "War knows no power" 
and true patriots are safe "against all death's endea-
vour." And in death lies the ultimate safety •. It is 
an interesting concept, but rather confusing to analyze 
because it is only partially presented by the poet and 
not fully explained in~ logical sequence of ideas. 
In the third sonnet, "The Dead," there is a definite, 
clear organization·and the poem is easily divided into 
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the octave and sestet by ideas as well as rhyme scheme. 
gold." 'I'l1e reut of tr1e oct-.ve expl-.ins w}1at the Dead 
had to Give up in order to make these rare gifts. They 
gave up tl1e world, t}1e future of 0 work and joy" and the 
serenity of old ~ge. They "poured out the red/Sweet 
wine of youth." And, perhaps most important of all, 
they sacrificed "those who would have been,/Their sons" 
and, thus, tttheir immortality." This last sacrifice was 
a personal one, for Brooke once remarked to a friend that 
he very much regretted never having any sons. 
In the sestet Brooke returns to h. is original idea 
that the de~d give rare gifts. They have given Holiness, 
Love, Pain, Honour, and Nobleness. In other words, they 
have given England a new grand stature and the poet feels 
"we have come into our heritage." 
Although the fourth sonnet has the same title as the 
third, they are not similar. The octave describes the 
beautiful things in life, both sensual pleasures and the 
emotional qualities which influence the sensitive person. 
Brooke describes "The Dead" as one might characterize 
the poet himself, with a heart "woven of human joys and 
cares, /Washed marvellously with sorrow, swift to mirth •. n 
~he pl~asures, too, are more typically Brooke than the 
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.. common manJ the l)ead l1ave "Pelt the quick stir of wonder; 
of the sestet. Thif3 is t}1e only soz1net r1l-ii ch cloes not 
offer~ straightforward statement by Brooke. The sestet 
describes "w.-~ ters" which are "blown b)' c11anging winds to 
laug11ter" lmtil tr1eir "d.~nce" is 11,lted by "Frost" which 
"leaves a white/Unbroken glory, a g~.thered radi~.11ce, / A 
width, a shining peace under the night." Christopher 
Hassall says that the sestet ''contributes a sort of 
'magic' that Brooke never achieved elsewhere." He inter-
prets it in this way: 
The dead at the opening are unnumbered, they suggest ''waters blown ••• " At length "Frost •• o" {enters), then "He" quietly intrudes, who by the grammar must be the Frost, and by analogy Death, but by the feeling of the whole is some individual casualty singled out from the multitude to stand for those others who had "gone proudly friended. 0 50 
There is at least another possible interpretation 
for this poem, Perhaps Brooke meant that what the living 
have and what the Dead used to have, as cited in the octave, 
are beautiful possessions. But. Death, as symbolized by 
the Frost, is far more beautiful, even ethereal• "white," 
. and holy, a "gathered radiance"' and "a shining peace." 
Because it is plausible to explain the sestet in several 
ways, this sonnet possesses a poetic dimension which. the 
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other war sonnets lack and it seems to be a better work 
of art. 
The last poem in tl1e series, "The Soldier," has 
been quoted so often that it is di f-fic1J_l t fc)r any stl1dent 
of poetry to analyze it objectively. It was re.don 
EasteJ' in st. Patil 's Cathedral only eighteen days 
before Brooke died. Amd it was im1nortalized in marble 
underneath a memorial portrait in Rueby Ch~pel. Hassall 
says tl1at its "poetical manner is candid ••• straight from 
the shoulder" and it shows "mastery of the traditional 
style.~5l It is a perfect sonnet for student analysis 
because the rhyme scheme and rhythm are flawless, and 
because there is no ambiguity about the meaning of the 
poem. 
It is an egotistical sonnet, yet British in i:ts 
arrogance, for burying an Englishman in '"some corner of 
some foreign field" puts "ric-her dust" into the earth. 
It is, moreover, purely English matter "Washed by the 
rivers, blest by the suns of home." The sestet describes 
England as the ideal place of happiness, laughter, and 
"hearts at peace,'' all,· nunder an English heaven. n The 
poem only vaguely suggests war-time death. It is more a 
tribute to the country that Brooke's soldier was de:fftllding 
and it is the only one of the five sonnets that specif-
ically men·tions England and Englishmen. 
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Yet it is 11ot difficult to w1rieretand bow Brooke's 
five ~.J•:lr ,.--0· 111.~tc: (\'_1li"1 'llr',a.·1· f 1'·1·,-. r c1p,, 1 1 ·.11~·1· t ,.r ()f ·t},,. ::Yr·· : t· j ph· n .. I._} J _.,. ... -- , k., ··~-' - .- ,,._.i . .i -·· .I ., l .._. _.{ ~-- ..... - . l_.1 tJ ,_· ,JIii. jl ~ ~ .,- . .., wi ~-.I ..,._ U 
and va.lue were, first of all, emotional, an<l lite1~,ry 
quality was only a secondQry consideration. They said 
what everyone in Engl~nd thought and ~xpressed these 
though ts in a more noble v1a:,r that tl-1e conunon n:-.r1 was 
capable of. In addition, they were easy to n1emorize and 
quote, and t}1us it was that the nation elevated Brooke's 
poetic reputation. 
\ 
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CJ!APTT~ll T!~RJ~I~--E1t1mmary and evaluation 
Brooi:e 's early dea tl1 caused ma11y of his friends to 
speculate wistfully al)out wl1at n1igl1t l1ave been in hie 
future }1ad l1e fJttrvived tl1e war. Al though essentially 
th 1. c· ·1· P ".:.. l' •.:. ·+l: 1 ' ~ .,.,. • \_) . • ) - . ... . • . . .• .l. ( > I • i ' f t . ' • I I ,a . ~, I"' i' . ' . Lt . .• ..L --~ ~ .A , ~ -~- c l 8 e , l does pave the way 
to assessi11g l1ib wortl1 .i.s , poet .nd the total contri-
bution he made to English poetry. 
De la !-·~are eviriently felt that the war would not 
h~.ve ch~nged Brooke's personality, that "11e would have 
gone on being his wonderful self."52 But de la Mare did 
not attempt to evalu~te Brooke's poetry other than to 
say that Brooke deserved artistic jmmortality. Geoffrey 
Keynes admitted that Brooke's "poetic facilities might 
have increased in power or perhaps they would have waned 
with the growth of more critical and scholarly percep-
tions." In any case, "he would have left his mark in 
some unexpected way on the life of Englando"53 E.M. 
Fors:t.er and Virginia Woolf said that, rather than contin-
uing as a poet, Brooke would have entered public affairs, 
perhaps·in .Parliament or even as Prime Minister.54 
It is difficult to imagine Brooke tot.ally abandoning 
a manner of thought and expression to which he had devoted 
so much of his life. He might have carelessly written a 
great deal of his prose, but his poetry was always created 
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thrott[~h a 1one carefully-planned process. It is very 
the war :.tn<l even pon,,thle th:.i.t he r:ould h:.tve l!ec11L to 
experin1er1t wi t11 new poetic forms. .But to say t}1at l1e 
would 1-J.~. 1,~ t_:~i ver1 up !)oetry .il together is hard to believe. 
William L3ron 1::helps s-.id t11. t Brooke's letters showed 
his mental powers and that, had he lived to be older, 
"his poetry would have been tightly packed with thought, 
He l1ad an alert and inquisitive mind. "55 
Many critics have attempted to evaluate Brooke's 
accomplishments for, as Phelps says, although Brooke 
only lived twenty-seven years, that is enough time to 
"test the quality of a poet, not merely in promise, but 
in performance. 1156 Surprisingly enough, there are many 
favorable opinions of Brooke's achievements. Most agree 
with Phelps that "Only a portion of his slender production 
is of high rank, but it is enough to preserve his name" 
and that Brooke had the "unmistakable touah of genius,rt57 
Arthur Stringer tried to prove Brooke was a genius on the 
basis of the conflicting opinions his friends had about 
him, "The life of genius," wrote Stringer, rteonditioned 
by inner and elusive influences, is not readily under-
standable.u58 But·Stringer was obviously more concerned 
with biography than literary criticism. 
Edward Marsh, in 1933, stated that .Brooke's place in 
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poetry was "sure" 59 hecause after twenty years his work 
h"d Fmrvi.ved wll critic,l att~ckt,. Keynes added, fifteen 
years J.a ter, t}1a t Br<Joke 's s i11cer·i ty cannot be sile11ced 
by criticismo He admitted that the publically-created 
ron1a11ti.c jn1-r~e of .1915 was actually detrimental to 
Brooke's poetic reputation. It detracted "from a proper 
appreciation of his poetry." Brooke had a genuine gift 
but it was "silenced prematurely" before it. could "unf'old 
its trlte worth. "60 
Despite her predictions that Brooke would not have 
continued as a poet, Virginia Woolf wrote an article 
which defended Brooke's poetic seriousness. She spoke 
of the vast literary knowledge behinq his critical 
abilities. And she was concerned with emphasizing all 
the hard work which went into his art. 61 
One of the best evaluations of Brooke's worth as 
a poet was made five months after his death in a Bookman 
article by Milton Bronner. Bronner dcies not merely say 
that .Brooke was a great poet; he explains this opinion 
in detail. He says that Brooke's "definite gifts.o.will 
assure him at least a ni-che in our literature," and then 
goes·on to analyze Brooke's poetic attributes, his 
"definite gifts. ft 
In Brenner's opinion, one of Brooke's positive points 
was the variety of his subject matter and attitudes. 
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"He war; a v~xa t ton to tl1ose appraiE1ers w!10 are r1ever 
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or tr1at acl1ool. Brooke d~fied sucll classification •••• Jiie 
variety was bewildering." Yet his strict adherence to 
apprc)ved poetic forrns resulted in his "m--ster)' of t}1e 
sor1net." 011e of· the mo8t outAtanding features of l1is 
sonnets was the element of surprise he put into the 
sestet. 
Secondly, Bronner details Brooke's variety. In 
• 
attitude, he was an agnostic, a satirist, a romantic, 
and a brutal realist. And, in the end, he was a patriot. 
Bronner seems to say that Brooke's variety stemmed from 
the fact that he had not yet found it necessary to choose 
one path of creativity. And that choice would have deter-
mined Brooke ts future as a poet. Had he pursued the way 
of beautiful sonnets, he would have been a great poet. 
Had he instead given in to his tendency for the ~coarse, 
the nastily realistic, the che~~ satirical,"62 his 
powers would have been wasted. Bronner does not attempt 
to determine which path Brooke might have chosen. 
While it is impossible to know what Brooke would 
' have done after the war, it is possible to evaluate his 
works and his place in literature. Even his earliest 
... 
poems, like "Dedication" and ·"The Calltt showed an ease· 
of expression and a smoothness which demonstrated his 
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natural eifts. The i11f] lte11c~ of· aes t}1etlciam a11d a 
fondr1etJS 'for role-JJ.l,yir1g i11 l1if3 ~--rly workf; r~euul ted 
in an ,rtifi ciali ty of expression fron1 wl1ich 11 took 
Brooke many years to escape. Because he seldom fully 
allowed l1is true .fee lir15Ej to show, eve11 in later life, 
perhaps poetry was an important outlet through which he 
could express himself most honestly. 
Brooke combined the modern and the traditional. 
He was modern in thottght, --s shown by his wide range of 
subject matter and his fondness for questioning traditional 
values in religion ~nd love. He was completely tradi-
tional in his use of forms, although his poems never 
seemed confined or limited by his choice. The most 
obvious example of this is his frequent use of the sonnet. 
Even early sonnets like "The True B·eati tude,. and "Love" 
do not strict1y adhere to either the Italian or the 
Shakespearean form. 
Yet Brooke was a craftsman. He tried to deny it by 
expressing casual and often conflicting attitudes towards 
his poems, saying that he trusted to luck or that he had 
dashed it downin an hour. This was not his true method 
df composition. Often he took more than three months to 
create a poem. Some he would put ·aside for a year or so-
before finishing them. And once a poem was completed 
he would, in thoughtful detail, defend it against all 
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criticism. 
Brooke's craftsmanship is most evident in the poems 
which exhibit a carefl111y co11trolled effect. For ex.unple, 
in "Dust," Brooke regulated the pace of the poem through 
l.ine length. In "The 1roice" he achie11ed different effects 
by regul. ting line length -~nd rhyme, and es.r,ecially by 
changing in one section to iambic pentameter. In "Dead 
Men's Love" the shorter lines ending each stanza have a 
parenthetical effect, whereas in "The Chilterns" the 
shorter line at the end of each stanza gives the poem a 
castial air. In "Finding" Brooke used rhythm to create 
a tonal effect reminiscent of Poe's "The HalUlted Palace." 
Many of Brooke's poems, like "Finding," "Waikikj.," "Taire 
Tahiti," and "Unfortunate,,. have definite auditory appeal. 
Brooke often read his poetry aloud to his friends and he 
w~s always aware of how his poems sounded to the ear as 
well as how they read. 
Another side of Brooke's skill as a craftsman is 
his ability to create a moo.d through a careful ~ .. ccumula-
tion of images, details, and word combinations, as well. 
as the perfect choice of a meter an~ verse form for the 
subject involved. Some poems which illustrate this skill 
are "Blue Evening" and "Sleeping Out:. rull Moon.tt Even 
•• the early poem "The Vis.ion o,f the Archangels" is an 
example o:f this ability... In "Flight" Brooke rs skill 
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makes the r~gclr-r becom~ 1,ereonally involved with the 
example of this ability, er1peciall.y in the com11lex 
fusion of its two main in1.tees, a 1nan and tl1e train. 
Of course, 011e 1nl1st rernen.ber ·tl1~·t careful crafts-
mansl1ip does not ;.,.lways 1·esul t in -'- 1:1erfect poem or in 
straightforward, readily undeJ'standable poetry. There 
are many unpolished poems in Brooke's collection and 
some have not been mentioned in this evaluation. Brooke 
could be awkward in expression and evidently he did not 
always take time in his fast-paced life to revise his 
work. 
Although he confined himself to traditional verse 
forms, Brooke often enjoyed a poetic challenge. He 
completed two poems in choriambics without seeming 
restricted by the technical requirements of this verse 
pattern. Re used extremely limited rhyme in "Ante Aram" 
but the limitation is not obvious until one stops to 
examine the poem. He reversed the sonnet form in "The 
Treasure," placing the sestet befere the oa-tave, because 
this division was most suitable to the contents of the 
poem. He took further freedom within this sonnet by 
using three different meters • .But none of the irregular-
ities ma:tr the beauty er quality of the poem. Another 
poetic challenge was the Westminster Gazette competition 
ill. 
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where the title and sometimes the general contents of a 
13:r o cdt ,.. /I'll .1 1 : o .1'J ~ : I ,:." r,. w. t ! j 1 i c c e c, i1 
..., ' ' 
'i'i tl1 sucr1 J)Oems -.s "r.rhe "/oice," ";je-.uide," ,rid 11 '..211e Jolly 
Company." One might s~y that in tt1ec~e cases a poem was 
more a puzzle than an ~rtistic creation or, on the other 
hand, that it was :ii. rnore s1:illf11lly derna11di11g way of 
achieving a work of ~rt. I11 tl1e opi11io11 of Brook~' s 
friend Frances Cornford, he was a "'deliberate' writer, 
contriving with conscious artifice, not capable of the 
unaccountable, tgiven' phrase. " lt.n opposite opinion 
was expressed by Frances Darwin who once wrote to Brooke 
after "The Jolly Companytt had claimed first prize, "'I 
hope you will go on writing poems •••• ! can't imagine it 
having been written to order however spontaneously--which 
is proof that it's poetry and n0t verse, I thinko• 1163 
One might expect that the war sonnets, coming at 
the end of Brooke's life and career, would be his greatest 
achievements, the culmination of his years of poetic 
experience. They are not. They are among his best works, 
for the poems entitled "The Dead-II" and "The Soldier" 
are two @f his best sonnets. They definitely need to be 
read with an understanding of the time at which they were 
written. Yet their sincerity is genuine. Broeke had 
seen some of the horrors of war in Belgium and he certainly 
described them in detail in his letters. Writing 
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patriotically instead of being realistically gruesome 
' . Cl.:OlCe. l'e riu.1._1-,t!3 }1e was trying to 
convince l1ims elf as \'-I ell as 11.ic atid i ~? 1 c ~ tr1, t tt .. e w-tr 
was essentially a noble cat1se. Tl1ere is certainly r1othing 
sacred about the war sonnets, although critics have tried 
tc overpraise them. They are ,s capable ef standing up 
t• critical examination as all of the rest of Brooke's 
poetry. 
It would seem from the evidence of available secon-
dary sources that the fascinating variety of Brooke's 
life and activities distracted critics from a deeper 
investigatien of his p~etry. Yet his life was basically 
beneficial because its variety provided him with a contin-
ually fresh background of ideas, places, and experiences 
to express and describe in his poetry. And Brooke 
thrived on variety. Although the sonnet form appears 
most often in his writing, he was equally successful in 
poems of ever one hundred line-s. He. m-.. stered various 
verse forms, rhyme patterns, rhythms, and peetically 
expressed a wide variety of moods and subjects. The 
many experiences in his li~e g~ve his peetry great scepe. 
Perhaps he never would have se.ttied dewn to war poetry 
' 
er nature poetry~ or limited himself te sennets er rhymed 
couplets. This, too, weuld have been beneficial te his 
tetal poetic pr@ductien. What Breeke achieved in his 
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twenty-seven years will never ma.ke him a major poet, 
but it rlefini tely assures him a J)ern1w.nent place as a 
minor or1e. 
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